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Clinton, NATO leaders back historic partnership
By SALLY JACOBSEN
Associated Press Writer
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
President Clinton and other
NATO leaders today invited their
former Warsaw Pact rivals to
become limited partners in the
Western military alliance. "It is
time to begin welcoming these
newcomers to our neighborhood," Clinton declared.
But worries about Russian
nationalism and frustration over
Bosnia clouded the meeting.
French President Francois Mitterrand urged the 16-nation
alliance to be ready to carry out
ajliance pledges to bomb Serb
military targets to lift the siege of
the Bosnian capital of Sarajevo.

was
try to his trip — Ukraine
being discussed as officials suggested a stop in Kiev was likely
if an agreement can be reached
with the former Soviet republic
on dismantling its nuclear
arsenal.
At the Kremlin, a statement
from Boris Ycltsin's office said
that Clinton "possibly, will make
a short stop at Borispol Airport
(in Kiev)" on his way to Moscow Wednesday.

But Clinton cautioned the allies that, if NATO threatens military action, "We have to mean
He said such a warning "cannot be seen as mere rhetoric.
Those who attack Sarajevo must
understand that we are serious."
At the opening NATO session,
the leaders endorsed a U.S.
"Partnership for Peace" proposal
that will include East European
nations without granting them
full membership.
"Our message to the new
democracies of Central and Eastern Europe has been equally consistent: we shall not leave you
alone," NATO Secretary-General
Manfred Woenier said in opening

BILL CLINTON
remarks. "We care about your
secunty."
Meanwhile, the possibility that
Clinton would add a sixth coun-

Dark-fired
Farmers ready for sales
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
With the first dark-fired tobacco sale only nine days away, farmers are getting their crop ready
to haul to market.
Will Ed Clark, president of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Association, said he expects full
sales.
"For most of the farmers
around here, they are stripping
ahead of schedule," he said. "I
think there will be a rush during
the first two or three weeks and I
anticipate the floors in Murray
and Mayfield will be full."

Sales will be held in Murray
on Mondays and Wednesdays
beginning Jan. 19. Farmers can
take their crop to Mayfield for
sales on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
"We are expecting to sell
somewhere over S6 million
across the auctioneer floor,"
Clark said. "I think that our crop
in the Jackson Purchase will
weigh in at about 10 million
pounds."
Clark said he expects prices to
be much like they were last year.
"The average price last year
was S2.18," he said. "The barn
sales are about equal to last

Clinton almost certainly will
fly to Kiev if the denucleanzation
accord is completed and meet
with Kravchuk it the Ukrainian
capital's airport, said a senior
U.S. official.
The U.S.-endorsed plan draw-

ing central and eastern European
democracies closer to the alliance
was signed by NATO leaders on
their first day of meetings.
Woerner said it was "an historic initiative of our alliance,"
Clinton told the allies that the
partnership plan "sets in motion
a process that leads to the
enlargement of NATO" although
he did not suggest when new
members might be added.

"As Bosnia struggles through
"Let me say here to the people
another desperate winter of war,
in Europe's East, we share with
we face very serious questions
you a common destiny and we
which cannot be resolved today,"
are committed to your success," said British Prime Minister John
the president said. "The demoMajor.
cratic community has grown and
Clinton told the opening scsnow it is time to begin welcoming these newcomers to our •See Page 2

RINSE WITH CARE

year'
Ted Howard, Calloway County
extension agent, said there have
already been several barn door
sales.
"The average price in the barn
is $2.2042.25 with the highest
price for those who have the
tobacco in a basket," Howard
said. "Most people are really
pleased with the quality."
Clark urges farmers to use care
when bringing the tobacco to
market.
"I encourage them not to get
the tobacco in too high order
• See Page 2

Barlow will seek re-election
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Congressman TOM Barlow filed Monday for re-election to represent
the First District in the United
States House of Representatives.
"I have worked hard during my
first year in Congress to restore
our people's trust in our Congressional office. I do believe that we
can be proud that we are again
moving our office upwards in
respectability, competence and
accomplishment. Together we are
putting government gridlock
behind us," said Barlow.
Barlow said when he took
office a year ago, he opened
offices in Paducah, Henderson,
Madisonville, Hopkinsville,
Franklin and Scottsville to serve
the 31 county district which
reaches from the Mississippi to
Lake Cumberland and from the
Ohio River to the Tennessee line.
He set up a toll free 800 hotline. His office has handled more
than 3,500 individual constituent
problems with federal agencies
and has responded to more than
20,000 constituent letters of opinion and request.
"I voted this past year to cut
the deficit by S500 billion over
five years. Our children and

TOM BARLOW
grandchildren must not be made
to suffer for our failure to put
American's financial house in
order. In November, I voted to
slash an additional $900 billion
in spending when I co-sponsored
the Penny-Kasich budget cutting
legislation.
"I am committed to balancing
our federal budget. However, we
will not balance the budget on the
backs of our senior citizens, the
sick, students and children.
Everyone must share fairly in
sacrifices," Barlow.
Barlow said he his pushing

neighborhood."
He made the remarks in a
closed-door session, but the
White House later released a
transcript.
Despite the talk about Bosnia,
the leaders were not expected to
adopt any new initiatives — or
take any immediate decisions —
to try to end the carnage on their
doorstep.

Change may
have doomed
Mars Observer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
NASA's decision to postpone
pressunzing the fuel tanks aboard
the Mars Observer may have led
to a fuel line break that doomed
the $500 million space mission,
The Washington Post reported
today.
The Post reported that instead
of pressurizing the propellent
tanks five days after launch as
originally planned, managers
decided to wait II months until
the observer reached Mars.
• The decision was made seven
months before the September
1992 launch, it said, citing sources familiar with the program and
references deep in the documentation section of a report last
week by an independent investigative panel.
The decision to postpone pressurization was an effort to prevent potentially senous leaks in
the tanks, the newspaper said, but
valves were not replaced to
reflect the changed• conditions
and the probable result was a
catastrophic rupture in a fuel line
that spun the spacecraft out of
control.
No one at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Joint Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif., or elsewhere questioned the decision,
the Post said.

hard for legislation to improve
opportunities for mining west
Kentucky coal. He is a sponsor of
legislation to restrict sales of coal
from federally owned lands in
Western states. He is promoting
low cost technologies for burning
increased volumes of high sulfur
coal in power generation. He is a
member of the Aluminum Caucus
in Congress which is now targeting unfair Russian aluminum
sales.
Barlow said vigorous committee oversight hearings during his
first year in Congress have contributed to improved prospects
for U.S. grain sales to western
Europe under the GATT
Agreement.

Friends say goodbye to O'Neill

Barlow serves on the Agriculture Committee, the Natural
Resources Committee, which has
coal jurisdictions, and the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, which serves the barge
industry.

CAMBRIDGE, Nips. (AP) —
Politicians, celebrities and lifelong friends said goodbye today
to Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr.
at a funeral at the parish church
in the neighborhood where the
former House speaker grew up.

He is 53 years old. His family
and his wife's family arc from
Ballard County. He and his wife,
Shirley, have five children and
eight grandchildren.

Vice President Al Gore led a
delegation that included Senate
Minority Leader Bob Dole,
House Speaker Tom Foley and
House Republican Leader Robert

AMY WILSON/L*41otI T,nos photo

Vicki Watson of Marlon washes her horse prior to his turn at the West
Kentucky Quarter Horse Association Show held Jan. 7-9 at the Expo
Center.

Michel, a longtime political foe
and personal friend of O'Neill,
and Raymond Flynn, former Boston mayor and U.S. ambassador
to the Vatican.
O'Neill, the former 17-term
congressman, died Wednesday of
a heart attack after a long battle
with cancer. He was 81.
St. John the Evangelist Roman
Catholic Church could only
accommodate about 900 people

• See Page 2

in the sanctuary, so hundreds
stood outside in temperatures
below 20 degrees to reminisce
before the service and listen to it
piped through a sound system.
Mourners also viewed the funeral
on live television and at remote
broadcasts at the Statehouse and
the Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. federal
building.
• See Page 2

Trial begins for woman accused of helping friend murder stepson
BARBOURVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— A seven-page handwritten
account of the night a 10-year-old
boy died will be the key piece of
evidence as a trial begins today
in Knox Circuit Court for a
woman accused of helping a
friend murder her stepson.
Laurel Commonwealth's attorney Torn Handy is seeking the

death penalty for Susanne Baker.
Jury selection began at 9 a.m.
EST from a pool of 450 potential
jurors.
Baker is accused of helping a
friend, Stephanie Baker, kill Stephanie's 10-year-old stepson,
Scotty, on Nov. 25, 1992. Susanne Baker allegedly picked up
Scotty from school using an

MEETINGS

LLJ

IN Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet at 1 p.m. Jan 11 in the office of
County Judge/Executive J D
The meeting is open to the public
• Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board *IN meet Tuesday at noon at the
Holiday Inn
• Murray City Council wit meet
Thursday at 7..30 pm in the council
chamber: at city hail

assumed name.
Police allege Stephanie Baker
then strangled her stepson while
Susanne Baker drove away. The
two later dumped the body at an
old mine site, where they set it on
fire.
No trial date has been set yet
for Stephanie Baker, 22, who is
charged with murder, kidnapping

FORUM
• Mark Chollgren examines the financial aspects of being a legislator. Some
lawmakers claim they are 'underappreciated, under fire and under paid'

Page 4

and abuse of a corpse.
Susanne Baker is charged with
kidnapping, complicity to murder
and abuse of a corpse. The two
women are not related.
A judge has refused to suppress an account Susanne Baker
gave after her arrest. Susanne
Baker confessed to an FBI agent
after the crime, hugged him and

SPORTS
• Murray Stale is hoping to continue
its success when the Racers, who
defeated Morehead Saturday, tate on
league-leading Eastern Kentucky tonight
in *Brayer Arena in the last leg of the
'Death Valley' trip.

Page 8

thanked him, according to court found Scotty Baker's body just
record.
where Susanne Baker, 23, told
them it would be, the case has
She "expressed gratitude for
the relief she received" from
gained national attention —
talking about what had happened, chiefly because of Stephanie
the records said.
Baker's family ties to her alleged
"I'm glad to get this off my
victim.
chest," she said, according to
The boy's father. Donnie Bakagent Roger Ramirez.
In the 13 months since police • See Page 2
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Group wants greater parental involvement
PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky School Boards Association wants state legislaton to
give parents a stronger voice in
developing policy at local public
schools, an association leader
said.
The organization supports having tv.o more parents assigned to
site based decision-making councils:said association Vice Presilent Anna Dean Hammond. The
ijrrcils now consist of two
Fit:Its a
u
S.

principal

and

three

lli:ightened, active parent
.,...iscinent is one of the best
•.:',1:igs going for our schools
Hammond said at a news
t13:o
4,1:7renco Friday. "Parents want

to have the ability to influence all
reform.
aspects of their children's lives,
"That's important because the
and under our system of governcouncils are one of the reform
ment and schools, that means
elements designed to get parents
influence through their elected
more involved in our schools,"
board of education members.
she said.
"The school-based councils
McCracken County Board of
offer an excellent way to involve
Education Chairman Chuck Mulparents and teachers in the
len said one of his concerns is
decision-making process. But
that each school district is diffethose decisions cannot exist separent, and board members should
rate from the overall vision and listen to what their community
educational leadership of the says and weigh the input with
entire school system."
state mandates.
Hammond said the Kentucky
"We want to clarify our role
Education Reform Act changed with the state," Mullen said.
the traditional way school dis- "We will ask the legislature to
tricts were administered, and she clarify Kentucky's education
said many parents have become reform act with clear-cut lanconcerned about education guage defining the working rela-

Court refuses to challenge
Ohio's enforcement of law

•O'Neill...
PAGE 1
"If I was six feet deep in
.now, I'd be here. This was a
great guy," Frank Minelli, his
barber and a friend from his
North Cambridge neighborhood
said as he entered the church.
Irish Justice. Minister Marie
.Geoghegan Quinn, referring to
her government's decision to
send a Cabinet minister to the
funeral Mass, said: "It shows the
great honor we held Tip O'Neill
over in Ireland. ... He never let
Ireland down."
"With Tip O'Neill, nobody
ever had to ask where's the beef.
When he talked about Medicare
Fii0M
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changes he thought of the people
in his district that would benefit." Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass., said.
While the funeral and burial
were only for friends and family,
others had a chance to pay their
respects at the Massachusetts
Statehouse this weekend, where
about 11,000 people filed past his
body.
At the viewing, a bagpipe played "Amazing Grace" on the
Statehouse steps as mourners
filed into the Hall of Flags, where
O'Neill's widow, Mildred, and
other family members received
visitors.
A string quartet played nearby
as people knelt briefly before the
open casket, draped in Old Glory
and watched over by an honor
guard of men and women from
each of the U.S. armed forces.
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The Supreme Court previously
has ruled that such a judicial
bypass is necessary to assure that
such laws are not undue burdens
on young girl's abortion rights.
The justices in 1990 upheld
Ohio's parental-notification law
against a challenge to how it was
written.
But the challenge acted on
today attacked the law as it is
being applied — how Ohio courts
are enforcing the judicial-bypass
provision.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court today refused to
revive a challenge to the way
Ohio courts enforce a law requiring teen-agers who seek abortions
to tell a parent.
The justices, without comment,
left intact rulings that said abortion clinics and a doctor lacked
the proper legal standing to file
such a lawsuit.
Ohio is one of 20 states with
parental-notification laws in
effect. The laws generally require
doctors to tell a parent before
performing an abortion on an
unmarried girl who is under 18
and not supporting herself.
The typical law allows girls to
avoid letting a parent know if
they can persuade a judge they
are mature enough to make the
abortion decision on their own or
that an abortion is in their best

The lawsuit, filed in Cleveland

in 1992, contended that the Ohio
Supreme Court had given judges
"virtually unfettered discretion to
deny bypass petitions for any reason whatsoever."
A half-dozen cases were cited
in which judges allegedly abused
their discretion in denying waivers of parental notice.

interest.

sion that the United States
remains ready to help NATO
implement a peace plan in Bosnia
that is accepted by the three war-

ring factions and has a clearly
defined scope.
In the draft of the final statement, made available to The
Associated Press, the leaders

CLARIFICATION
Ricky K. Furgeson of Puryear,
Tenn. who was listed in the Murray Police reports as being
arrested for alcohol intoxication
is not the same Ricky Kay Furgeson, also of Puryear.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
PICK

34.
4

3:

said: "Active participation in the
Partnership for Peace will play an
important role in the evolutionary
process of the expansion of
NATO."
The new plan is part of efforts
to revamp the 16-member North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and
give it a new mission in the post-

Cold War era. The alliance was
formed in 1949 to guard against
Soviet expansionist policies.

2-13-20-23-24-39-40-55

LOTTO: 3.7.8.9.25.41
Sponsored By

statement.

The alliance was seeking to
forge closer military ties with
Eastern Europe while avoiding
antagonizing an unstable Russia.
For now, NATO is proposing
an interim cooperation deal for
Poland, Hungary and other new
democracies instead of extending
the security guarantees that

Court rejects environment
challenge to trade pact
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court today let stand a
ruling that allowed the North
American Free Trade Agreement
to win congressional approval
without a formal statement on its
likely environmental effects.
The court, without comment,
rejected arguments by two citizens groups that even though
their challenge became moot
when NAFTA was approved in
November, the issue remains
alive because President Clinton
plans to submit a new global
trade agreement to Congress.
The Sierra Club and Ralph
Nader's Public Citizen sued in
federal court in 1991 challenging
NAFTA, the U.S. trade agreement with Canada and Mexico.
The groups said the agreement
will harm air quality in U.S.
cities along the Mexican border
and jeopardize U.S. laws on recycling, auto emissions and transportation of hazardous materials.
The Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative should have
included an environmental-impact
statement with its recommendation that NAFTA be approved,
the lawsuit said. The groups sued
under a federal law that allows
court review of "final agency

action."
A federal judge ruled for the
two groups last June, but the U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia reversed in
September.
The president was the central
figure in NAFTA, the appeals
court said, adding that his actions
are not "agency action" arid thus
cannot be reviewed under the
federal law.
Congress approved NAFTA in
November after a hard-fought
political battle and heavy lobby.
ing by the Clinton administration.
On Dec. 15, negotiators for the
United States and 116 other
countries reached agreement in
Geneva on a global trade deal
intended to reduce tariffs, trim
agricultural subsidies and lower
other trade barriers.
Clinton is expected to submit
that deal to Congress sometime
after April 15. The pact is not
expected to draw as much opposition as NAFTA did.

Major stressed that "The process could clearly lead to the
admission of new members...The
door is open."
While not identifying which
nations might be the first to join,
the British prime minister said,

been consistent and clear... 'yes'
to an ever-closer partnership with
a democratic and reformist Russia — 'no' to any revival of
expansionism."
Clinton urged the allies to help
their neighbors on the eastern
half of the European continent.
"We must not now let the Iron
Curtain be replaced with a veil of
indifference," he said in a speech
to a group of young Europeans at
Brussels' central square.

Justice Department lawyers
urged the court to reject the appeal. They said there would be time
for courts to consider any challenge to the global trade
agreement.

The proposal limits the eastern
Europeans to joining the alliance
in military exercises, peacekeeping missions and crisis manage-

ment. In turn they must accept
criteria on democracy, human
rights and respect for frontiers.

PAGE 1
It quoted Glenn E. Cunningham, the Mars Observer project
manager at the lab, as saying:

hindsight,
it appears that probably all of us
did not do as much analysis on

"With benefit of 20-20

•Farmers...
,•,j
. )utch
We Will Reopen
Tuesday, Jan. 11 efsgenbau5
at 11 a.m.
FROM PAGE 1

when they bring it in," he said.
"We saw during the air-cured

SertIng Cafeteria Style
Hwy. 121 North
0102 Coldwater Rd
Mu.ny

CONGRATULATIONS

this new condition as probably
should have been done."
The investigative panel said
the most likely cause of the
spacecraft's disappearance last
Aug. 21 was a "massive failure
in the pressurization said of the
propulsion system."

sales that it brought the prices
down."
In addition, farmers should
make sure the green tobacco is
excluded from the main crop.
"I think the big thing for growers is to class it properly and
make sure it has enough moisture
and a good brown finish," Clark
said. "Last year, buyers didn't
want a blackish type finish."

Clark said it is important for
farmers to have three classes of

tobacco: leaf, which is the good
tobacco; second, which is mainly
from the middle of the stalk; and
lug, which is from the lower stalk
and is of lesser quality.
"Some farmers may have more
classes than three," he said. "It
all depends on the tobacco.
"I think this year's sale will be
much like before and growers
won't see much difference,"
Clark said.

Frankie £?v(cNutt

Kopperud Realty's

Realtor
of the
Year
1993
From tI4 Staff of...

1DPICRUD REALTT,
7,g91
.

"The Poles, Czechs and Hungarians are European peoples with
fast-developing democracies and
a strong claim to membership."
In his opening remarks. Woerner discussed NATO's evolving
role in the post Cold-War era.
"We wiH allow no one and
nothing to maneuver our alliance
into a false alternative: to have to
choose between Russia and the
other cooperation partners,"
Woerner said.
''Our message to Russia has

Looking ahead, Clinton told
reporters "we've made a terrific
amount of progress" on an
accord to dismantle the nuclear
arsenal of the former Soviet
republic of Ukraine. Such a deal
would crown his five-nation,
eight-day trip.

•Observer...
FROM

THE PICK:

would accompany full membership in the alliance.
Poland and others, worried
about ethnic strife and political
turmoil spreading in their regions, are seeking those guarantees. But the partnership plan
says only that NATO is ready to
consult with any East European
nation that "perceives a direct
threat to its territorial integrity,
political independence or security," according to the draft

Shall
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MURRAY POLICE
Jan. 7
"Kimberly D. Neal, Paris. Tenn., was charged with shoplifting a video game valued at $78.87 from Wal-Marl.
•Barbara K. Dogger, Hardin, was injured in a two-vehicle
accident at Fourth and Olive streets. The Dugger vehicle was
struck in the rear by a vehicle operated by Canchs U Williams, Buchanan, Term. Both drivers were cited for no liability
Insurance
•Tvro 14-year-old Murray females were charged with shoplifting $40 worth of merchandise from Wal-Mart

II NATO...

Murray, KY

DEPARTMENT HEADS

tionship between the locally
elected representatives — the
school board — and the designated school-based decisionmaking panel."
Mullen said the councils work
well with school boards, but
school boards want a "clear line
of local accountability."
The 1992 General Assembly
amended KERA to specify that
councils set school policy —consistent with district board
policy."
However, the Kentucky Court
of Appeals ruled last month that
the 1992 amendment did not give
the school board more authority
than "after-the-fact oversight"
applied to school council actions.

REPORTS

COME VISIT US...!
(Well Prove That Our
kbons Speak Even
Louder Than(jr Words!)

Cr, has said that Stephanie Baker,
who was pregnant at the time and
since has given birth to a boy,
was jealous of the amount of time
he spent with his son.
Scotty was missing for six
days before authorities found his
body. During that time, family
members say Stephanie Baker
acted concerned about his wellbeing. Meanwhile, Susanne Baker
accompanied her husband, John
Baker, a truck driver, on a business trip to Florida.
FBI agents in the bureau's
Miami office picked up Susanne
Baker for questioning after Stephanie Baker became a suspect,
according to court records. The
records say that agents wanted to
interview Susanne to check Stephanie's alibi.
Susanne Baker's defense
lawyers have contended that the
FBI questioned her for about 10
hours while she was tired and ill.
They have said the questioning
violated her rights against selfincrimination and have sought to
suppress the statement that
resulted from the interview. But
Laurel Circuit Judge Rod Messer

has turned down that request.
The contents of Susanne Baker's account remain largely
unknown. Messer has sealed that
portion of the court record.
Susanne Baker's lawyers did
not respond to repeated requests
for interviews. But Warren Scoville, a London lawyer who represents Stephanie Baker, said he
thought Susanne Baker's statement would support a finding that
Scouy's death was accidental.
Scoville said Stephanie Baker
accidentally strangled her son
while trying to calm him down.
Upon his death, the women
panicked, dumping and burning
the body in an attempt to avoid
detection, he said.
In court filings, Susanne Baker's lawyers have indicated that
they plan to call Stephanie Baker
to testify. But Scoville said last
week that constitutional protections against self-incrimination
would keep Stephanie Baker front
testifying at her friend's trial.
Handy, the prosecutor, largely
declined to comment on the case.
He said last week that he planned
to spend only about two days
making his case.

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll
•

Adoorn.• Plosrmarost

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at WhItnell
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Home uses ingenuity to beat cold; thousands without power
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)
-- Workers melted snow on a gas
stove to bathe and cook for 16
senior citizens at Tender Heart
Home Care after a winter storm
knocked out power for six days.
Straps from bed restraints were
used as wicks for kerosene lamps
and the home's porch was turned
into a makeshift freezer.
"You just have to really use
your ingenuity," said owner
Wynoria Wolfe.
The home's power was
restored Sunday night, but thousands of other residents across
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the Northeast and Appalachians
remained without electricity
today after last week's two snow
and !CC storms
Cold. melting snow and ice
hampered efforts Sunday to
restore power to many businesses
and homes, but airports, trains
and highways had returned to
normal for the most pan.
At least six deaths were
blamed on the weather, and
homeless shelters filled up
throughout the region.
Temperatures were below
freezing all day Sunday through-

Bobbitt goes on trial
in penis-severing case
MANASSAS. Va.(AP) — Lena Bobbin dreads testifying that
her husband's alleged abuse made her temporarily insane and gave
her an "irresistible impulse" to cut off his penis, her lawyer said.
"She knows she will have to relive a lot of physical and emotional abuse," lawyer Blair Howard said.
Mrs. Bobbin's trial was scheduled to begin today. She faces up
to 20 years in prison if convicted of malicious wounding. a felony.
Mrs. Bobbin's lawyers said she will testify that the abuse drove
her to cut off John Bobbin's penis with a kitchen knife as he slept
on June 23. She claims he had came home drunk that night and
forced her to have sex.
Bobbin, expected to testify against his wife, denies he ever
abused her and was acquitted in November of sexually assaulting
her. He testified at his trial that he planned to leave his wife of four
years when she attacked him.
During Bobbites trial, Paul B. Ebert, Prince William County
commonwealth's attorney, described Mrs. Bobbitt as a battered
wife who "lashed out at the very thing that hurt her." But Ebert
must now put Bobbin, 26, on the stand to dispute that.
"I don't think this is a self-defense case at all," Ebert said.
Mrs. Bobbin's lawyers said in pretrial filings that they will
establish that a "pattern of abuse" led Mrs. Bobbin, 24, to follow
an "irresistible impulse."
She was evaluated by a private psychiatrist, who found she suffered from a variety of mental conditions, Howard said. State doctors also evaluated Mn. Bobbin at prosecutors' request.
"There's quite a bit of difference in the reports," Ebert said.
Howard said state doctors diagnosed Mrs. Bobbin with
depression.
"She was vindictive. She said if I can't have John, no one can
have him," said Greg Murphy, one of Bobbin's lawyers.
Bobbin's penis was reattached and doctors said he may regain
full use within two years. The couple has filed for divorce.

Rebels have Mexicans
on edge with bombings
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Indian
rebels held towns in southern
Mexico, fired on a military base
and bombed elect/ic towers, making good on promises to carry
their struggle for the rights of
Mayan peasants nationwide.
Near Mexico City, a metropolis of 18 million people, an
electric tower was bombed Sunday afternoon. In addition, four
bombs exploded Saturday in and
around the capital, injuring one
woman, and one blast shook
Acapulco.
Rebels of the Zapatista National Liberation Army don't appear
to be losing momentum. Despite
a deployment of 15,000 military
troops in the south and vigilance
in the north, guerrillas have Mexico on alert — and on edge.
The uprising began on Jan. 1,
when the rebels took over a number of towns in Chiapas state in
southern Mexico.
On the outskirts of the southern colonial town of San Cristobal de las Casas, rebels on Sunday
fired on a military base and cut
electricity to the area. The charming 16th century town, a major
tourist attraction, looks like an
occupied city after the military
drove out guerrillas Tuesday.
The army has said 105 people,
most of them rebels, have died
since fighting broke out.
Tanks and soldiers guard plaus and highways while helicopters hover as the army tries to
root out rebels who hold much of
impoverished Chiapas. Many villagers appear to sympathize the
with rebels.
"There are no guerrillas in
Chiapas, only revolutionaries,"
read newly sprayed graffiti on a
San Cristobal church.
In San Jose del Rio, 30 miles
north of the Guatemala border,
townspeople kept reporters and
Red Cross workers away. The
town is near Guadelupe Tepeyac,
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controlled by up to 500 rebels.
"All of the people of Guadalupe Tepeyac are with (the
rebels)," said Maribel Teko,
chief nurse of the Social Security
Hospital where rebels are reportedly holding 90 workers hostage,
including six doctors and 28
nurses.
"What they said is that we
would be useful to them in case
they had wounded," said Miss
Teko, who fled the town Saturday
with maintenance worker Ruben
Figueroa. The two were found
walking on a dirt road out of the
rugged pine forest.
Some 500 refugees have
arrived in the neighboring town
of Comitan, fleeing rebels in San
Carlos del Rio.
"We left without anything,
without food, just with nothing,"
said 65-year-old Hermalinda
Lopez, clutching a blanket.
Villagers said rebels threatened
to kill them unless they joined
them.
The attorney general's office
said Sunday 30 rebels being held
in Chiapas have been charged
with murder, weapons violations
and delinquency.
In a press release issued in
Mexico City, it said the 30 confessed to being Zapatista membets. They take their name from
the early 20th century Mexican
revolutionary Emiliano Zapata,
who fought for the rights of landless peasants.
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out most of the Appalachians and
Northeast. Parts of New England
were expected to get temperatures up to 20 degrees below zero
early today.
"People are suffering out
there," said Bea Gaddy, who
runs a homeless shelter in
Baltimore.
In New York City, ice still
covered many sidewalks Sunday,
making walking treacherous in
some areas. Ice-skaters glided on
frozen parts of Jones Beach on
nearby Long Island.
"Sidewalks are in many cases

more of a problem than the
streets," said Anne Canty of the
New York City Sanitation
Department
More
than
50,000
Philadelphia -area homes
remained without power today
from the weekend ice storm.
PECO Energy Co. estimated
554,000 customers had been
affected since Friday.
"By far the worst in our history," PECO spokesman David
Hackney said. "It was more ICC
than we've ever experienced. It
got onto the tree limbs, and the

tree limbs couldn't handle all that
weight."
The Delaware County, Pa., animal shelter appealed for kerosene
heaters to keep warm 11 eats, 30
dogs, several rabbits and two potbellied pigs.
"The bunny rabbits were
pretty cold. And the pot-bellied
pigs, you have to worry about
because they come from a warm
climate," said shelter worker
Judy D'Angiolini.
Two people were killed Sunday in car wrecks caused by icy
roads in Maine and Pennsylvania,

while two people died from heart
attacks while shovelling snow in
York, Pa In Wisconsin, an off
duty Milwaukee police officer
was found frozen outside tits
home and an elderly man was
found dead in his unheated
apartment
Customers still without power
Sunday included 27,000 in New
Jersey and about 17,600 in West
Virginia Many West Virginians
had been without power since
Tuesday, when as much as 30
inches of heavy snow snapped
tree limbs and power lines around
the state.

Waco survivors go on trial for killings
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Eleven Branch Davidians still
devoted to doomsday prophet
David Koresh are to go on trial
for the killings of four federal
agents during a raid on the religious group's compound.
The trial, moved to San Antonio because of extensive publicity
in Waco, is scheduled to begin
Monday and is expected to last
two months.
Prosecutors hope to prove the
murder and conspiracy charges
with a warehouse full of evidence
and the testimony of a Branch
Davidian who has agreed to assist
the government.
Defense attorneys are expected

to portray the raid on the group's
compound near Waco as an illconceived scheme that caused the
Branch Davidians to defend
themselves against excessive
government force.
If convicted, the defendants
could be sentenced to life in
prison.
Four agents of the U.S. Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms were killed and 16 wounded
when about 100 ATF agents
raided the Koresh compound Feb.
28. Six Branch Davidians are
believed to have died in the
gunfight.
Koresh, the self-described
"Lamb of God," then led about

100 Branch Davidians in a
51 -day armed standoff that ended
in a raging fire that broke out
when authorities began punching
holes in compound walls with
assault vehicles. Koresh and at
least 80 others died amid the
blaze, at least 13 by gunshots.
The 11 Koresh followers on
trial remain faithful to their leader, in varying degrees, according
to attorneys connected with the
case.

Questions about religion were
included in a questionnaire sent
to 300 prospective jurors. Eighty
potential jurors have been notified to appear for possible selection Monday.

In their excessive force claim,
defense lawyers are expected to
point to the government's own
findings, including a report that
found evidence of flawed decision making, inadequate intelligence gathering and supervisory
failures.
ATF Director Stephen Higgins,
who resigned three days before
that Sept. 30, report, former FRI
director William Sessions and
Attorney General Jar et Rcno are
on the list of pot, Rua' defense
witnesses.
U.S. District Judge Walter
Smith has issued an order banning attorneys in the trial from
discussing the case.

South Africans begin preparing new voters
SOSHANGUVE, South Africa
(AP) — Theo Cholo spent 14
years in prison for plotting to
bring down the white government
with bombs and guns. His purpose remains the same, but now
his weapons are voting primers
and posters.
"We are training to vote, training to overthrow the government" with ballots, said Chola, a
former leader of African National
Congress guerrillas.
He spends weekends knocking
on doors in this black township
near Pretoria, explaining democracy to people who have never
had a voice in running their
country.
Cholo is one of hundreds of
people across the country enlisted
by political parties, civil rights
groups and businesses to help
prepare voters for South Africa's
first multiracial election April 27.
Their work is essential if the
election is to be deemed free and
fair.
It is a monumental task in a
climate of illiteracy and violence
further complicated by an
apartheid-era bureaucracy that
left millions of blacks without
necessary identification
documents.
Cholo, freed from Robben
Island prison in 1988, does his
part by interrupting his neighbors
at their washing, gardening and
other chores to pass out bright
yellow flyers with Nelson Mandela, the ANC leader, smiling on
the cover.
Inside, photographs depict voters showing identification papers
to election officials, having their

hands marked with ink to make
sure no one votes more than
once, and casting ballots in private booths.
"Vote for a better future!" the
ANC leaflets urge.
Mary Mgidi laughed when
Cholo entered her yard, doffed
his yellow cap and explained his
mission. "To think I'm still in a
position to vote!" she exclaimed
in Zulu.
Mrs. Mgidi has never been to
school and cannot read. She does
not know her age, but is clearly
old enough to remember when
blacks could not travel in South
Africa without passes signed by
white employers.
Now she is being given the
opportunity to decide the future
of a government that only three
years ago told her where to live,
where to work, even which public
toilets she could use.
Blacks from all walks of life
are enthusiastic about the chance
to make history by voting.
"It's very, very important for
us," said Amar Rabaji, a lawyer
in Johannesburg. "We have to
create a new South Africa. Our
people have got to know how ID
yOle to achieve that goal."
Cholo, now a union organizer
and local ANC official, puts in a
full day on the weekend, walking
the dusty dirt roads of his township, spreading out campaign
posters on kitchen tables. He will
return to some homes to answer
questions or help people fill out
applications for identity cards.
David Choba seemed surprised
by Cholo's arrival, but stopped
tending tomato plants to listen to

him.
"He's never voted before,"
Cholo said. "He's prepared to
vote, but he needs to be taught."
Choba was shy with strangers,
but his 18-year-old son Andrew
was eager for him to vote "so the
ANC can be our new
government."
At another stop, an illiterate
couple watched intently as Cholo
carefully traced an "X" with his
finger on their dining table — the
mark they will need to make on
their ballots.
The Matla Trust, a private
group that has conducted voting
workshops for about 40,000 people, estimates approximately 26
million South Africans will be
eligible to vote, 18 million of
them blacks voting for the first
time. Half of the blacks will be
illiterate.
Mails, believing radio is the

best means of reaching illiterate
voters, has been negotiating with
state broadcasting officials about
educational programs.
The April 27 election date was
not set until July, after three
years of sporadic talks.
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Color in ads has proven
to attract more readers.
In a survey of 2,000
Kentucky households,
74 percent of the respondents said they were
more likely to read an
ad with color than one
without.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentud!,. I YY1
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What You Need to Know
about Newspaper Advertisin6
Advertising is the most important communication link between the
buyer and the seller of goods and services To make that communica
Lion effective, retailers should follow a few, basic steps in their adver
Using strategies to make the message clear, concise and compelling
Apply the following suggestions to all your newspaper advertising

3 Meats - Veggies - Casseroles
Salad Bar - Homemade Rolls

*Sunday
*Monday
*Tuesday
*Wednesday
*Thursday
*Friday

BeneSts for the Buyer -- Consumers don't lust look for products.
they want benefits. Your advertisement should include product and
service benefits for the consumer
State prices for all merchandise -- Newspaper readers are smart
shoppers and the price is an important factor in buying decisions
Make ads recognisable and easy-to-read Newspaper readers axe
attracted to clean. easy-to-read layouts Avoid cluttering ad space with
a lot of hard -to-read advertisements Perhaps the most important part
of advertising in newspapers is to remember -white ispace.'! white
space in ads makes for attractive layouts Attractive layouts attract
readers Small print should be avoided especially .f your product
aimed at the older customer
Don't forget the basic information - Remember the who, what.
when, where' in advertising Put your store s narne. logo, address
telephone number and business hours in each newspaper ad
Advertise regularly -- Its important to keep your products and ser
vices in front of consumers Buyers will shop at stores woh whP h
are familiar
All advertising should include:
• an illustration to show consumers what they might pun hase
and to point out the benefits of that product or service
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• strong, dominant headline. to draw the attention of the buyer

LOG CABIN

• whHe space to make the advertisement easy-to-read
• store name, logo, address telephone number. business hour,
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Past GOP figures
plotting return
but as legislators
By JILL LAWRENCE
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Remember Oliver North, President
Reagan's swashbuckling national security aide? How about Bernadine Healy, first female head of the National Institutes of Health?
• And Jim Watt, Reagan's antagonistic interior secretary?
Here they come again.
The Democratic talcs—o'er of 1992 is driving some two dozen
Reagan and Bush administration alumni to plot possible returns to
the inner circle, this time as members of Congress.
North and Healy are running for the Senate and Watt is seriously
considering it — proving that even rough rides through the capital
wringer don't guarantee future immunity to Potomac fever.
North, a central figure in the Iran-Contra scandal, was indicted
and convicted on charges of lying to Congress about the affair. The
conviction was later reversed on technical grounds.
Watt was forced out after making a tasteless, politically incorrect
joke. Healy, a Bush appointee, had several run-ins with Congress
and lost her job after President Clinton's arrival, despite making it
clear she wanted to stay.
Senate candidates and prospects this year also include a former
labor secretary in Maryland; a former budget director in Virginia; a
former undersecretary of defense in New Mexico; and Dan Quayk's former deputy chief of staff in Michigan.
On the tentative House cast list are two former ambassadors, a
former assistant army secretary, the former director of an Interior
Department bureau, and at least five former U.S. attorneys who
were appointed by Republicans and promptly dumped by Clinton.
The motivation of many is simple: They believe Clinton and the
majority Democrats in Congress are dismantling the Reagan revolution, and must be stopped.
"We're about to adopt policies that are very difficult to undo —
for instance, socialized medicine," says former Reagan budget
director Jim Miller, who's competing with North for the GOP
Senate nomination in Virginia.
"They want to punish success and reward failure," fumes North
Carolina House candidate David Funderburk, who was Reagan's
ambassador to Romania and later a consultant to the Education
Department.
Clinton's health-care reform proposal is a major target for most
of these partisans, but far from the only one. Out West there's
ammunition in the president's attempts to reduce subsidies and
make other changes in land-use policies.
The reforms would affect grazing, water, mining and timber.
"Add all those up and they've basically written us off out here,"
says Sy Jamieson, who was director of the Bureau of Land Management from 1989-93.
He's looking seriously at running for Montana's single House
seat, while Watt may go for an open Senate seat in Wyoming.
Healy, a doctor, had to enforce a ban on fetal tissue research at
NIH although she disagreed with that Bush policy. She's seeking
the GOP Senate nomination in Ohio; it's a chance to come back on
her own terms.
"You're a guest in someone else's living room" when you're a
presidential appointee, Healy said. "That's something that makes it
appealing to strike out on your own."
The Virginia Senate race appears to be the only one which pits
two White House veterans against each other. The state party will
choose between North and Miller at a nominating convention in
June.
North, a retired Marine lieutenant colonel, has raised more than
SI million for his race. His spokesman, Mark Merritt, says Republicans like North's positions: he's for term limits, he's against
government waste and he wants to cut congressional perks.
But Miller opened his campaign last month by suggesting North
could not be effective or respected in the Senate. The next day Sen.
John Warner, R-Va., said of North: "I don't know what he has in
his background that he would bring to the Senate at this time."
Tennessee native Bill Brock, edging ever closer to a Senate bid
in Maryland, could be considered overqualified for the job.
He's 63. He's been in the House. He's been in the Senate. He's
been chairman of the national Republican Party. He's been the U.S.
trade representative. He was labor secretary in the second Reagan
term.
And he wants to come back?
"I really am worried about the course and direction of the country," Brock •said. "We seem incapable of dealing with any
problems."
Still, he admits, his friends have been asking him: "What in the
world are you doing?"
EDITOR'S NOTE: Jill Lawrence covers politics for The
Associated Press.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page`by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, prOvided they comply with the 1&towing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephcne number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters Should be typewritten and doablespaced if possible. We reserve the tight to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,

Las Vegas: No luck. No surprises
I packed. I planned. I anticipated. I had great expectations.
I was wrong.
After a year and a half, it was
finally time for my vacation.
Since I am on a limited budget, I
opted for what sounded like a
great deal to Las Vegas.
My sister and I were scheduled
(scheduled is the operative word
here) to leave St. Louis at 3:45
p.m. last Sunday and were to
arrive in Las Vegas at 5 p.m. local time.
Since this trip was such a good
deal, there were no pre-assigned
seating arrangements. The sooner
one checks in at the airport, the
better the seats.
So we anxiously arrived in St.
Louis, parked miles from the airport, wagged our luggage onto
the shuttle and headed to the terminal. After we finally found the
registration desk, there was, of
course, a line filled with other
anxious vacationers.
Once the baggage was checked
and we got our seating assignments, we headed for the gate
only to find out our flight was
being delayed an hour and 15
minutes. Great, it was 1:30 p.m.
then.
I headed for the bookstore and
settled down for a nice afternoon
of screaming children and grumpy travelers. What a way to start
my long-awaited vacation.
By 3 p.m. everyone was getting a little edgy — and that is
putting it mildly.
About 30 minutes later, it was
announced the flight would be
delayed until 6:15 p.m.
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Stacey Crook
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
As I watched all the other vacationers, I wondered if a revolt
was brewing. Nobody, even
someone with nerves of steel,
wants to be stuck in a crowded
airport for five or six hours.
Finally, the plane made it to St.
Louis. Finally, we got to board at
6:40 p.m. Finally, we began to
taxi down the runway at 7 p.m.
As my sister and I settled into
our seats for the three-hour journey to the city of lights, I was
feeling much better.
Obviously, that did not last
long.
As luck would have it, we
were seated next to a very drunk,
very loud, very obnoxious family
of four from Jefferson City, Mo.
The parents did not seem to
mind that their children, who did
not appear to be 21, were completely drunk and obscene. In
fact, the father ordered more
drinks while they were on the
plane.
So, after nearly six hours in the
airport, I was crammed into a
section of drunks who continued
to cuss and yell and be all-around
pains.
This three-hour jaunt across
the United Slates was beginning
to feel like a never-ending saga

in a Roman tragedy.
Fortunately, we survived the
flight and landed safely in Las
Vegas. Surely, things will be
looking brighter. Wrong.
We waited by the baggage carousel for more than an hour
before bags ever started making
their dizzying trip around the
metal merry-go-round.
Need a porter? Good luck.
My sister and I, along with
hundreds of other fed-up, tired,
angry passengers, hauled our luggage to the taxi line where we
waited and waited.
By midnight, I saw our hotel at
the end of The Strip. When we
approached, there were even
more lines. Need a porter? Dream
on.
Once again, we dragged our
luggage through a lobby crowded
with hundreds of people to the
registration desk. Yes, our rooms
were waiting on us. They were on
the 34th floor. The elevators are
Just through the casino.
Wonderful.
By then, my luggage weighed
at least 200 pounds and my
nerves were shot. Yet, I was
forced to say "excuse me," and
"pardon me," at least 60 times en
route to the elevators.

But, we made it. We survived
and we found our room.
It MU 12:30 a.m, my time,
10:30 p.m. Vegas ume.
With the day I had, I did not
see the sense in venturing down
to the C131110 to try my luck on
the one-armed bandit.
However, I did take a look
around.
You know, after a hideous
flight, long lines and expensive
airport food, I began to look at
men and women who were glued
to slot machines.
Cigarettes dangled from their
mouths and drinks sat dangerously close to the edge of the
machines. These people just kept
going and going. Quarter after
quarter. Dollar after dollar.
Unbelievable.
I thought a good night's rest
would clear my head and calm
my nerves. This time, at least, I
wasn't wrong.
However, I found it quite
amusing that many of the same
people I watched the previous
evening were still at various
machines. They were still smoking, most had switched to coffee
and they were still playing those
slots.
Las Vegas is quite a sight.
There are a million different people there. There are a million different casinos. Yet, there are a
million of the same gamblers.
Interesting, huh?
Since I was in the gambler's
center of the world, I dabbled
with the slot machines. No luck.
No surprise.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Paducah Sun:
The Associated Press performed the splendid service of making
Kentuckians aware of the fact that their legislature's excessive secrecy
is not the norm for such bodies.
The AP found in a survey of the 50 states that Kentucky is in the
top five in restricting public access to and knowledge of the legislative process. That is not a distinction to be proud of:
Except for (a few) lonely voices ... not a great deal of indignation
has been heard around the state over such procedures as closed conference committees, closed majority caucuses and a committee system
that invests enormous powers in chairmen.
The impression is strong that Kentuckians are willing to accept a
system that has been in place a long time, perhaps in the belief that
other states operate in much the same way.
Of the three points made in the AP story, the most serious, in our
view, is the practice of the Democratic majority in the two houses of

debating legislation in closed party caucuses. ...(H)olding closed-door
sessions is a deaf circumvention of the Open Meetings Law.
House Speaker Joe Clarke indicated he has an open mind on the
issue, but it is doubtful the same could be said of Senate President
John "Eck" Rose, whose excuses for closed caucuses are lame. He
defended them as a means of streamlining action on the floor. Floor
debates, he added, should not be the basis for an individual's decision
anyway, and besides, legislators would continue to hold private
discussions.
None of that goes to the real point, which is this: The people should
be let in on the deliberations of legislation they will have to live with.
They should not be handed a pre-packaged product after the real divisions have been hashed out in private. "Streamlined" debate may be
tidy, arid convenient to the officeholders, but it is not what free and
democratic government is about. ...

Lawmakers feel under fire, underpaid
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some members of the 1994 General Assembly came to the Capitol feeling under-appreciated,
under fire and underpaid.
In some cases, the financial
considerations of serving as a
legislator have prompted current
members to give it up entirely.
Others have had to make financial sacrifices. And still others
say legislators knew the pay
when they sought the job and are
not in a position to complain.
While there is some sentiment
among lawmakers to review the
issue of their pay, they also acknowledge the political cost of
that may be too high to incur.
During a session, legislators
receive $100 per day for pay and
$75 per day for expenses. The
pay was last changed in 1984,
when it was raised from $50 per
day. The daily expense allowance
has not been changed since 1978.
The life of a legislator has
changed drastically since then,
said Sen. Walter Baker, a Glasgow Republican who has had two
separate stints in the legislature.
He served in the House and
Senate from 1968-80 and
returned to the Senate in 1989.
Baker, a lawyer, said he spends
perhaps half his time now on
legislative business even when
the legislature is not in session.
"While we are not and in my
judgment should not be full-time
legislators, we are spending a significant amount of our time now
on legislative business," Baker
said.
Rep. Ken Harper, a Crestview
Hills Republican who has spent
about 20 of the last 30 years in
the House, said he will not seek
another term this year in part for
economic considerations.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
"It is hurting my business,"
said Harper, a commercial real
estate broker.
Rep. Donna Shacklette, a
freshman Democrat from Jefferson County, said she has cut back
to part-time on her job at a
Louisville automobile dealership
because of the demands of her
new legislative post. And she's
taken a leave of absence for four
months of the session.
She might leave home at 6 a.m.
for a meeting in Frankfort.
"Many times, it's 8, sometimes 9
o'clock when I'm back home,"
Shacklette said. "If you would
put that down to how much you
were paid per hour, that's a low
amount."
Rep. Gross Lindsay, a Henderson Democrat who also served
for the decade of the 1970s and is
now hack again, said there should
be no pay issue.
"I knew what the pay was
when I ran," said Lindsay, who
is also a lawyer. "If these people
are up here to make money. I
have a real problem with that.
This is public service."
Many lawmakers refer to the
often-heard description in Frankfort of the citizen-legislator. Kentucky's Constitution allows for a
60-day regular session of the
legislature during even-numbered
years and a 10-day organizational
session in the other years. But
most members have several meetings a month during the interim

periods. Also, special sessions
are becoming more common —
there were three in 1993.
Does the current pay leave
legislative public service only to
those who can financially afford
to indulge the political bug?
Gene Stuart served in the
House and Senate from 1964
until his defeat in 1990. A Jefferson County insurance agent,
Stuart saw a steady increase in
the demands on his time.
"I never backed away from a
pay check up here," Stuart said.
"I always felt like we earned
what we got. I don't think they're
paid too much. The public may
think so. But it's a lot more work
than the public realizes."
And the pay is relative. For
many professional legislators,
$100 a day isn't much. But for
some legislators, that is practically their livelihood.
"There's a world of people out
there not making $3,000 a
month," Lindsay said.
It is the public backlash that
will likely blunt any serious consideration of legislative pay.
"I don't think anybody can
give themselves a pay raise that
makes a very good political
story," said House Majority
Whip Kenny Rapier, D Bardstown.
Between budget problems,
public perceptions about corruption and work ethics, many legi-

slators agree pay is not a timely
topic.
"It's a bad time to be talking
about pay," said Lindsay.
Richard Bcliles, president of
Common Cause of Kentucky.
said pay levels shouldn't be
changed.
"I think it's adequate, especially with the state's budget
problems," Bellies said.
Meanwhile, there is a measure
already moving through the legislature that would actually lower
the compensation for lawmakers.
In order to meet Internal Revenue
Service guidelines, the expense
allowance for traveling to Frankfort will be tied to the amount
allowed to federal employees.
That would mean an immediate
reduction to $72.60 per day
instead of $75.
Rapier said he fears that the
pay issue might hurt future
legislators.
"We're going to have to do
something to 111T2C1 candidates,"
Rapier said.
Rapier said any proposal would
have to go into effect, probably
two years later, so pay would not
go up for current lawmakers.
"If we're going to attract and
keep competent, honest legislators, we're going to have to pay
them a fair salary or they're not
going to be able to stay here and
we're going to lose 30111e of our
best people," Baker said.
But even Shacifette has been
around the political track long
enough to recognize the unlikely
prospects of finding public support for a pay increase.
"Because legislators are not
viewed by the public as hardworking, I'm sure the people who
are paying these taxes would not
share that," Shacklette said.
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FARM
Farmers invited to classes
Area farmers arc invited to
attend any of the young and adult
farmer meetings this week.
The topic will be tobacco production. Management ideas on
plant production, fertlilLall011.
weed and pest management, as
well as harvesting and curing will
be discussed.
In addition, the many federal
and state requirements on labor
records and migrant labor will
also be reviewed_
The Young Farmer, North and
Kirksey Area Adult Class will
meet at 7 p.m. Monday at North
Elementary.
The New Concord and Lynn
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Den* Melon McCallum had the winning poster In the Conservatbn Poster
Contest. He is',wean of Glynis and Greg McCallum. Pictured with McCallum
we left, Ronnie Walkor, principel at North Elementary School, Mary Mica
Humphries, 5th grade home room leacher, end Jane Cothran, Conservation
Poster Coordinator
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MacRae Coleman and Derek
Auston McCallum, students at the
Calloway County High School and
North Elementary School were the
district winners in the Calloway
County Essay and Poster contest
respectively.
The winning essay and poster
have been submitted for the state
championship-in Louisville. The
essay contest war sponsored by the
Louisville Courier.Journal, Kentucky Association of Conservation
Districts, Kentucky Department of
Education, and the Calloway
County Conservation District.
First place essay school winners
were: MacRae Coleman. CCHS
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and Erica Stickler, CCMS.
Second place essay school winners were: David P. Wilson,CCHS,
and Whitney Coleman, CCMS.
Third place essay school winners
were:
Melissa Ann Johnston,
CCHS and Laune Witte, CCMS.
First place poster school winners
were: Lauren Massey, Robertson
Elementary; Jennifer Delancey,
Murray Middle; Bryce Miller, Calloway Middle; Duane Dycus,
Southwest Elementary; Derek Auston McCallum, North Elementary;
and Brady Tyler Harris, East
Elementary.
Second place school winners

were: Stanna Gibson, Robertson
Elementary; Lindsay Atkins, Murray Middle; Misty Lawrence,
CCMS; Sarah Elizabeth Stoner,
Southwest Elementary: Joey McDaniel, North Elementary; Aaron
Cowan, East Elementary.
Third place school winners were:
Rachel Wank:, MMS;Nathan Fortner, CCMS; Summer Paige Williams, Southwest Elementary;
Serena Michelle Bnuain, North
Elementary; Ben Cossey, East
Elementary.
There were a total of 243 essays
written and a total of 1,948 posters
drawn. The schools with the highest

Kentucky's 4-H program pins a
national initiative to encourage
schools to implement educational
programs that give teens the financial tools they need.
Kentucky 4-H collaborates with
the national Cooperative Extension
System division of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the College
of Financial Planning which are cosponsoring the nationwide observance of January as "Financial
Literacy For Youth" month.
Why special emphasis on "financial literacy" for youth?
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Wendy Stivers, state Extension
4-H specialist for youth development, said high school seniors are
frequently unprepared to make decisions on financial mauers they
will face after graduation.
In addition, they're spending a lot
of money while they're still in high
school.
"Last year, teens spent more than
S93 billion," she said. "And they
have access to 3.5 million credit
cards. They have a need for greater
awareness of financial management

procedures."
A six-unit high school program
will acquaint students with financial
planning concepts such as how to
construct and follow a spending
plan, how to save for financial
goals, select car insurance, and how
to apply for and manage credit.
The College for Financial Planning is part of the National Endowment for Financial Education
(NAFE).

All meetings of the Calloway
County Young and Adult Farmer
Classes are open to the public
and all interested farmers are
invited to attend.
Anyone needing additional
information may COOLACt Johnnie
Stockdale, agriculture instructor
at Calloway Corm)
, High School.

•Arehitectural SheetmeLal
*Welding Fabrication
•Galvanized, Aluminum, Stainless, Copper, Brass
•Plasma Cutting Machine
MURRA rs OLDEST SHEET METAL COMPANY
--Since 1937--

number of entries in the poster
contest were North and East schools
with 100 percent participation.
Awards will be presented to the
first place school winners and to the
county winners at the Calloway
County Conservation District's Annual Awards Dinner to be held on
Feb. 24.
Second and third place winners
will receive recognition in their
schools after the awards dinner.
The first place winning posters in
the schools and the district winning
poster as well as the winning essays
will be on display in the Calloway
Public Library following the awards
dinner.

Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.753-81/31, 753-2130 (FAX)

Serving Area Farmers
For Over Fifty Years

FARRIS
Grain 8 Tobacco

4-H program encourages education for teens

00r

The Hazel Adult Fanner Class
will begin meeting at 7 p.m. on
Thursday nights at Dees Bank an
Hazel.

CUSTOM SHEET METAL

MacRae Coleman, carder, had the winning only in Ow Conservation Essay
Contest. She Is the daughter al Mac and Lynde Colonist Plelised smith
Coleman Is, het Jerry Annoy, Calloway County Nigh School principal and
Larry Gabon, Vocation Aviculture teacher.

Calloway students win essay, poster contests
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Grove Adult Fanner Class meets
on Tae.sday nights at the Calloway County High School Agnculture Department.

Industrial Road
Murray, Ky
753-3462

('ooperative Extension Service
agents have been trained for the
program,contact Stivers at the state
4-H office at the University of
Kentucky, (606) 257-5961.

NOW'S THE TIME TO SAY YES!
BECOME A PAID-IN-ADVANCE

For more information about the
program and counties where

SUBSCRIBER TO

Catalogs help pass time until warm weather
Winter is the traditional time
for gardeners to be making wish
lists of plants and garden plans
for spnng.
I'm sure there are those who
actually use this time of year to
develop clear, concise plans.
Many of us, however, end up
with unwieldy lists compiled
from several catalogs.
Every year I think I have been
quite restrained in my choices,
and have only listed what I absolutely couldn't live without.
After a brief stint with a calculator, fiscal reality sets in, and I
discover it takes fewer plants and
smis to keep me alive than I
originally thought_
So, I have to start to make
choices like deciding perhaps I
don't need all seven varieties of
sunflowers after all. It always
amazes me how many successive
times I have to pare down my
wish lists to come up with a final
list that is reasonable in terms of
both time and money.
I suppose it would help to start
off with a smaller list in the first
place. I have great intentions
each year. I tell myself that this
year I will only order one rese
bush, and end up adding 10 more
to the list, eight of which will
have to be crossed off before the
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perfectly reasonable suggestion
that I decide at the start to limit
myself at two, and only two roses
and leave it at that

Growing In
the Garden
.,13y Cathleen Lalicker
list is finalized.
There are people who make the

I'm hoping for a "January
thaw" when I can get out in the
yard and poke around in the dirt.
Until then, it's back to the
Perhaps I really could
catalogs.
plant three rose bushes this year.

PAYING YOUR CARRIER
IS EASY WHEN YOU PAY
THROUGH THE OFFICE
• Eliminate Collections At Your Door.
• Prevent The Possibility Of Double
Collections Or Paying The Wrong Carrier.
• Deal Directly With The Circulation Dept.
• Notice Of Renewal Sent For Your
Convenience.
7 An Updated Method Of Doing Business.

Brown Duck Insulated
Coveralls, Bib Overalls
and Jackets

• Easy Payments Of Three Months, Six
Months, Or One Year.

oh
Off
January 10-15
Odds and Ends of
Non-Insulated Pants,
Stadium Jackets, Quilted
Nylon Jackets & Camouflage

CALL OUR CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT AT 753-1916
OR MAIL ORDER FORM BELOW TODAY!

YES,
I would like to pay my pay-in-advance
subscription through the office
Please enter my subscription for
(please check one);

1.11

Murray Ledger Sr Times
P.O. Box 1090
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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LI Six Months
121 One Year

50% Off
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$15.00
$28.50
$57.00
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CALENDAR
Mends), Jaa. II
New Coward fire Dutno weeting/7
put/Annex of Goad Shepherd Untied
Methodut Church
Nee* Callaway Elematary School Site
Based Corned inceung/5 prn.ndsool
C•floway Cutely Republiemes/7
p m /Calloway Comfy Public Library
Sigma Deparimast of Murray Wonue's
Chihr6.30 p.sc/club bone.
Agoraphobia Anxiety Parik Disorder
Support Group/6:30 p.m./St John's EIJI",
copal Church. Info/753-1907, ask for
Kathy.
Murray Lodge N.. 105 Free and
Accepted Maacos/7:30 p.m.Aodge halt
Sheik T../6 30 p.m./Louie's Steak
Home. Info.Celia, 753-6078. Wynnona.
753-7845, or Lay. 436-5000.
Sulourls•• Hinnemakers Club/7
p.m/Lilhan Dunn.
liege/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Deparunent/6•30 p.m /Water Valley COT muoity Center.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Dorothy McKenzie Circle/1 p.m. /Beth
Belot arid Dorothy Moon Circle!? IS
p m w/Jean Lindsey.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
PuPPFII/8 P.m
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 11/4 p.m.;
Adult Disciple Bible Study/6 p.m.
First eh/Sodas Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 al 6:30 p.m
Westaide Baptist Church events include
First Place/7 p.m
Calaway County High School evenu
include Vanity and Junior Varsity Girls
Basketball teams host Paducah
Tilghman/6 p.m
Calaway County Middle School events
include Eighth Grade basketball game at
Benton/6 p.m.
AA lad Al-A•ea closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./Amencan Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Tumidity, Jas. II
Calloway Comely Fiscal Court/1
p.m./office of Judge/Executi•e J. D.
Williams
Murray-Callaway Chapter of United
We Stand/7 p.m/Calloway County Public
Library. Public invited.
Alone-Dexter Fire District meeting/7
p.m./Temple Hill United Methodist
Church
Murray Middle Sdiool Site-based Decision Making Council meeting cancelled
for this month.
Health Express of Morray.Calloway
County lloapital/Puryear Senior Citizens
Centerf9-11:30 am. and Rainey's Grocery
-at Jones Mills/1-2:30 p.m.
Calkiway County High School Junks
Vanity and Freshman basketball boys
host Graves County/4:30 p.m and Varsity
team hosts Grave' Cointy/6 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic Hall.
Illago/7 p.m /Knights of Columbus
building.

Weekend Advertisers!
Merchants restricting their
advertising to the weekend
are missing, to some degree,
the 56 percent who shop
weekdays either exclusively
or in addition to weekend
shopping. More importantly,
they are missing 43 percent
who shop mostly during the
week. Readers of daily
newspapers are 6 percent
more likely to shop during
the week than non-readers.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1993
The Preston Group. Lexington, Ky

...14 JO'S DATEBOOK

Tuesday, Jac II
Murray High School Vanity Basketball
Boys and Girls trams play at Fulton city/6

Calaway Comity Public Library events
sndlisde Perms' and Twos/9:30 am. ind
Se
Hour/10-30 am.
Sial Security Representative/10730
&AL-12:30 pm./Callimsay Corey Pubbc
Liana. Is i•••yom•ms/6 p in

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
North Council meeting today

Isfe/111140112.
Cabe Bruaki9:30 ani./Martin's Chapel
Wiled Methodist Church
Money TOPS Chapter, Kentucky 134,
Atat Presbyisnan ChurchM p-m.
Hardie TOPS Chapter open house/7-8
pna./Hardia Library. Info/1.527.7098.
Murray Limos Club30 p.m./Mum!,
Woman's Club House.
THEOS/2 p.m /Annex of Calloway County Public Library
Murray Christilaa Warner's Club Prayer
Coffee/9:30 a.m./horne of Gloria Shull.
Murray Bra•ch of AAUW/610
p.m./Pagliai's Restaurant.
Singles Organizatimial Society (SOS)/7
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/Jeanne,
753-0224. or Linda, 437-4414.
Waderb•r• Homemakers Club/11
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a.m. Info/
Elsie Springer, 474-8075.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 pm/for
sailor citizens' activities.
Alc000llk-s Ameaysiorsiopen moeUnp/8
p.m/American Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray.
Cardiac Support Group/I0 a.m./board
room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Abiseinser's Disease Educational/Support
Group/430 pm /board room of Murray Calloway County Hospital Info/762-1100
or 753-5561
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Eva Wall Mission Group at West View
Nursing Home12 p.m.
First Chrtallaa Church events include
Prayer for youth/7 a.m.; CWF Group 1/10
a.m. with Ella Mae Quertennous; OWE
Group I11/7:30 p.m. with Judy Lyle.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. arid 3 p.m.:
Estelle Gray Group/9730 am. w/Novella
Morgan; Sharon Wells Mission Group/
noon w/Mantia Moon; LoueLla Beddoe
Group/7 p.m. with Genevieve Adams.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5- 15 p.m.

North Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet today (Monday) at 5 p.m. at the school. Items on
the agenda include budget, scheduling, design team reports and discussion items. All interested persons are invited.

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday. Jan. 11 and 12, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. The theme will be
"Birthdays Are Important." Parents and Twos are at 9:30 a.m. and
Story Hours at 10:30 a.m, on both days. Interested persons desiring
more information on Story Hours may call the library at 753-2288.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

Mr. and Mrs. Chad Lee Young

Westerman and Young
wedding vows are said

Miss Robin Westerman and Chad Lee Young were married in a fall
evening ceremony at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
John Dale, minister of Glendale Road Church of Christ. officiated
at the double ring ceremony. Music was by Roger Hutson and Leigh
Anne Barrett.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Westerman and. Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Young, all of Murray.
The vows were exchanged befdore the altar decorated with double
heart candelabra and a large arrangements of snapdragons, rubrium
files and baby's breath with matching arrangements on the family
pews.
The bride, escorted by her father and given in marnage by her
parents, wore a princess satin wedding gown.
The fitted bodice featured a low V in front and back and was covered with Alencon lace and beaded appliques. The Gibson sleeves
were accented with a tiny bow just above the elbow. The skirt was
surrounded by a double ruffle at the hemline, featuring hand beaded
appliques and a candy box bow at the back waist. Layered ruffles
down the back were bordered with eye lash appliques extending to the
hemline of the cathedral train.
She wore a beaded and crystal tiara attached to a cathedral length
South Pleasant Grove Homeveil. She carried a cascade bouquet of rubrium lilies, freisia and
makers Club met Wednesday,
alstromeria.
Dec. 8, at 11 a.m. at Dutch
Teresa Hudson served as matron of honor. Laura Robinson and
Essenhaus Restaurant for lunch.
Twila Young were bridesmaids. They wore tea length dresses of teal
Clovis Brown gave the devotaffeta with a slight V in the front and back neckline. Each attendant
tion. As this was the Christmas
carried a single stem rubrium lily.
party, no formal meeting was
Alicia Hughes, cousin of the bride, served as flower girl. She wore
held.
a floor length dress of white satin with a bow at the back waist. She
Instead of exchanging gifts, the
carried a white basket filled with silk rose petals.
Members each gave a donation to
The groom was attired in a dark grey tuxedo with tail coat and a
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities
miniature cymbidium orchid boutonniere.
training center for the
Jay Young, brother of the groom, was best man. Groomsmen were
handicapped).
Steve Robinson and Layton Hudson. Justin Hughes. cousin of the
After lunch the group went to
bride, Ashley Poyner, cousin of the groom, and Marcus Perry served
the WATCH. Center and preas ushers and candlelighters.
sented $15 that was collected.
The men attendants wore dark grey tuxedoes with short coats. They
Present were 18 members.
The club will meet Wednesday, had boutonnieres of miniature cymbidium orchids.
The mother of the bride wore a winter white linen suit accented
Jan. 12, at 1:30 p.m. at the home
with pearl beads around the front neckline. The groom's mother wore
of Brenda Erwin. Lisa McDougal
a fushia two-piece silk dress. They had corsages of cymbidium
will be cohostess.
orchids.
Miss Sara Bowles presided at the guest register.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the
church.
Servers were Dawn Thompson, Christi Nelson, Marla
Sutherland
and Ruth Ann Drew.
Mrs. Frances Davenport directed the wedding and Mrs.
Vickie
Geunn directed the reception.
After the wedding trip to the Great Smoky Mountains
National
Park, the bridal couple is now residing at Rt. 1, Almo.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner held in the
fellowship hall of the church.

South Pleasant
Grove Club has
luncheon meeting

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON
111

Harris Group Club meets
Gene Weather presided at the
December Christmas luncheon of
Harris Grove Homemakers Club
held at Sirloin Steakhouse.
Reports were given by Margaret Taylor, secretary, and Quays Honchul, treasurer. Obena
Hale conducted the prayer. Each
member answered the roll call by
what was the most memorable
Christmas gift ever received.

Get more of what you want
great looks, easy care, names
you trust - for less! Save on
perms and relavers during our
SEMI-ANNUAL PERM SALE.
Price includes shampoo, haircut,
' and style
klonday.Tuinday.Wednersday 104;
Thursday S Friday 94,
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
st Soconamer Nseassav Cal 759 1St?

For the salon nearest you,
call 1-800-542-5565.
.Pnce of? pordts and rfda.ad• ,argsd•Oy y.l.fl at
War more Long .,ar, and devion %won •afra
Charge 0.••

January 29
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A WHOLE NEW LOOK

Elizabeth Parks led the recreation. An exchange of gifts was
made by means of a Chinese auction by the 12 members present.
The club will meet Wednesday.
Jan. 12, at 10 a.m. at Ellis Community Center. Members are
asked to bring a list of books
read during the past year. Hostesses will be Anna Lou Jones and
Quava Honchul.

Kid's Korner Child
Care Center, Inc.
814 Coldwater Road (502)753-6199

*Ages 6 Wks-12 Years *State Lunch Program
*Near MSU Campus
*Structured Programs
*Field Trips
*Gymnastics
We now have openings in our infant and preschool programs.
Dtrector
Dana Campbell

Asst. Dtrector
Gaydara Wells

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Being the Best Me I Can
Be" will be the program to be presented by David Travis. The SOS
is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for
single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224. or Linda,
437-4414.

Group meetings on Tuesday
Groups of WMU of First Baptist Church will meet on Tuesday.
Jan. 11. The Estelle Gray Group will meet at 9:30 a.m, at the home
of Novella Morgan. Martha Moore will be hostess for Sharon Wells
Group at noon. The Louella Beddoe Group will meet at 7 p.m. with
Genevieve Adams.

CWF Groups plan meetings
Groups of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian
Church will have meetings this week. Group I will meet Tuesday at
10 a.m. with Ella Mae Quertermous. Judy Lyle will be hostess for
Group III to meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. Group IV will meet Thursday at noon in fellowship hall.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
II-1E0S, a support group for widowed men and women, will
meet Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County
Public Library. Opal Howard will lead the discussion on "Spirit
Lifters." The TI-EEOS name, a registered trademark, stands for
"They Help Each Other Spiritually." This is a mutual self-help
group which has provided a supportive, educational and nonsectarian spiritual program for the widowed since 1962. For information call Dr. David Roos. 753-3824, Lillian Stale, 753-2875,
Opal Howard, 753-1998, Reita Moody. 753-0172, or Karen Isaacs,
753-2411.

United We Stand meeting Tuesday
Murray-Calloway County, Kentucky Chapter of United We Stand
America will meet Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. "Experienced planner Lanette Thurman will be present to guide us in progressing from a broad vision to mission
statements to priorities for action," said Dr. David Roos, member
of the chapter. The public is invited to attend.

Murray Branch of AAUW will meet
Murray Branch of American Association of University Women
will meet Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant. At
7:30 p.m. Terry Dening will speak on "Ethics and Our Youth."
Everyone interested in hearing Terry or int he program of AAUW
is invited. The only requirement for membership is a college
degree. For reservations, information or to share a ride, call Belly
Boston at 759-4923, evenings, or 753-3366, days.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Free sitter service during meetings is provided by
Shared Care Adult Day Program, but persons should contact Susan
Plunket, LPN, at 762-0576, by Monday at 4 p.m. For more information call Joreua Randolph at 753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale,
L.S.W.. at hospital, 762-1100.

Cardiac Support Group to meet
Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday, Jan. 11, at 10 a.m. in
the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. An open discussion will be held. For more information contact Shirley Lamb,
Cardiac Rehab Coordinator, 762-1170.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday. Jan. 11, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for
all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday, Jan. 11. For more information call 753-0082.

Prayer Coffee planned Tuesday
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will be Tuesday, Jan. II, at 9:30 a.m, at the home of Gloria Shull. phone
492-8110. The group will meet at Piggly Wiggly at 9:15 a.m, to
carpool. Plans for the next luncheon on Tuesday, Jan. 18, at noon
at Seven Seas Restaurant will be completed. All interested women
are invited to attend.

Almo-Dexter Fire District will meet
Almo-Dexter Fire District will meet Tuesday, Jan. 11. at 7 p.m.
at Temple Hill United Methodist Church, located on Highway 464,
east of Almo. All board members and residents of the area are
urged to attend.

New Concord Fire District to meet
New Concord Fire District No. 2 will meet Monday. Jan. 10, at 7
p.m. at Annex of Good Shepherd United Methodist Church at
intersection of Highway 121 South, New Concord Road. and Chary Corner Road. Mildred Smith, officer, urges all board members
and residents of the area to attend.

Calloway Republicans will meet
Calloway County Republicans will meet Monday, Jan. 10, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Homer Bullard, chairman.
urges all Republicans and other interested persons to attend.

_
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Hutson celebrates
his fifth birthday

Chelsee E. Underwood born
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Underwood
of Rt. I. Boa 36, Hazel, are the
parents of a daughter, Chelsee

Jennifer Nicole
Williams born
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Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wayne
Williams of Ri 2, Box 16, Murray, me the parents of a daughter,
Jennifer Nicole Williams, born on
Monday. Dec. 20, at 12:10 p.m.
ai Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds nine ounces and measured
XI inches. The mother is the former Teresa Paschall. A brother is
Jordan Bryan Williams, 4.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mn.
Don Paschall of Rt. 1, Murray,
and Mrs. Frances Williams of Rt.
2, Murray, and the late Fred Williams. Great-grandparents are
Paul and Moyna Pierce of Kirksey, and Hafford Paschall of Rt.
1, Murray and the late Carlene
Paschall.

Mr. and Mrs. Brown Crouch of
109 South 13th St., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Shelby
Marie Crouch, born on Thursday.
Dec. 30, at 5:55 a.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds seven ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is
the former Lori Buchan. A sister
is Sarah Elizabeth Crouch.
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
John H. Buchan of Columbus.
Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Crouch of Murray.

Belcher girl is
born on Jan. 1
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Joy Belcher of P.O. Box 904,
Calvert City, is the mother of a
daughter, Meghan Belcher, born
on Saturday, Jan. 1, at 6:47 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds three ounces and measured 20 inches. Grandparents are
Walter and Joy Belcher.
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Danny Joe Hutson

You'll need us one day...
Even if you are away from home aN day. you can still ersoy a
WELCOME WAGON° visit Call me, and WI work out a time.
As a Welcome Wagon Representative, I call oh new U.S. citizens. brides-to-be. new parents and movers with a basketful of useAr
gifts. coupons for FREE gets, and information you can use Alosokeety
FREE. and no strings attached.
I0 like to call on you - and will, when we can set a date and
trne that's convenient Its a fnendly vise and you'N itiern Atari, to find
what you need
Please call WELCOME WAGON, A Tradition of New Beginnings'
for over 60 years
Hess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
hasless Ingeborg King 4928348

WELCOME WAGON'

STOCK- UP SALE
MEN'S TAILORED CLOTHING

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE SOLID COLOR
TWILL SHIRT FROM ST. JOHN'S BM'

SAVE ON CUSTOM-FIT SUITS,
SPORTCOATS & TROUSERS

If purchased separately. $24 each. Short sleeve
cotton twill shirt in solid colors. Men's sizes S-XL

Greater Hope
gives program
Greater Hope Baptist Church
of Murray rendered a musical
service at West View Nursing
Home on Tuesday, Jan. 4, at 6:30
p.m.
Pastor W.E. Cheaney gave the
devotion.
Church members present were
Anna Cheaney, Barbara Muskgrow, Wanda Greer, Florence
Hudspeth and Rosa Hudspeth.
Church deacons present were
Eddie Brandon, Lewis Hudspeth
and Henry Greer.

MEN'S STRIPED KNIT COLLAR SHIRT
FROM PAR FOUR'

MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE SPORTSHIRT
Reg. $25 ea. 4' tyy Van Heusen sportsn.rt
Short sleeve sportshirt of woven polyester/cotton
Choose from stripes or plaids. Men's sizes S-XXL

Reg. $24 ea. Cotton/polyester striped shirt with
knit collar. Men's sizes S-XL.

HOSIERY, UNDER
DRESS SHIRTS FRO
• STAFFORD

Baldwin, Carter
named at Union
JACKSON, Tenn. — Two local students are among 307 students named to the Dean's List
for the fall semester at Union
University.
They are Letitia Gwen Gosseu
Baldwin and Leigh Ann Carter,
both of Murray.
The Dean's List is comprised
of full-time students who achieve
a minimum 3.5 grade point average on a four point scale.

Deborah Payne
gets scholarship
PADUCAH — Scholarship
recipients were recently selected
for the third and fourth terms at
West Kentucky State Technical
School.
Deborah Payne of Murray was
roe of the recipients of scholarships given by Martin Marietta.
West Kentucky Tech, located
at 5200 Blandville Rd., is one of
17 state-operated in the Kentucky
Tech System. The school's third
term begins Jan. 20.

MEN'S STAFFORD®
PERFORMANCE PLUS
DRESS SHIRT Reg. 17.99.

MEN'S LOOSE FIT DENIM SHORTS
FROM HUNT CLUB

MEN'S CANVAS SHORTS FROM
ST. JOHN'S BAY'

Peg. $22 & $24 ea. 5-pocket cotton denim
shorts Choose from assorted denim finishes arlifft,
fashion colors Men's sizes

Peg. 12.99 ea. Washed canvas shorts of 100%
cotton,Basic and fashion colors Men's sizes
S-XL.

LAST WEEK TO SAVE!

WHITE SALE!
SAVE ON SHEETS, BLANKETS,PILLOWS,TOWELS & MORE
Sale 5.99 Reg 9.99 Fortrer Plus Soft standard size pillow
3 for 9.99 If purchased separately. 3.99 ea.
Home Collection* solid color bath towel

Sale 4.49 Reg. 5.99. Towncraft• cushion sole socks
Sale 7.12 pkg. Reg. 9.50 pkg. Stafford' cotton brief

20% OFF
HOSIERY & UNDERWEAR
FOR INFANTS, TODDLERS,
BOYS AND GIRLS

Other sizes available at similar savings.
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Danny Joe Hutson celebrated
his fifth birthday on Saturday.
Jan. 8.
He is the son of Donny and
Lisa Hutson. His grandparents are
Donny and Sara Cohoon of
Murray.
His great-grandparents are
Mrs. Bernice Byrd and the late
Harry Byrd of Pans. Tenn., the
late Warlick and Eva Hutson of
Puryear. Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs
John Cohoon of Murray.
His uncle was the late Danny
Joe Hutson of Murray.

Shelby Marie
Crouch is born

Dura-

Stand
ounty
C preission
!mber

Elizabeth Underwood, born on
Friday. Dec. 24, at 6:08 a.m. at
Norton's Hospital, Louisville.
The baby weighed three
pounds 15'4 ounces and measured 164 inches. The mother is
the former Denesha Wilson. A
brother is Cassidy Underwood, 5.
Grandparentsare Mr. and Mn.
Jimmy Underwood of Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., and Mr. and Mn.
Aubrey Eldridge of Rt. 6, Marray. Great-grandparents are Mn.
Lorene Yates of Bardwell, Mrs.
Hazel Underwood of Hazel, and
Mrs. Nancy Eldridge of Murray.
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o 1694 JCPenney Company. Inc.
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Hwy. 641(1.St.) • Murray

Catalog Phone:
759-4080
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PRO FOOTBALL

Raiders outlast Denver, 42-24
By JOHN NADEL

AP Sceirts Writer
LOS ANGF1 F S (AP) - For
more than six quarters, the Los
Angeles Raiders aad Deaver
Broncos battled almost evenly.
Then the Raiders turned to
seldom -used Napolean
McCallum.
When it was over, the Ftaiden
had posted their Inghest-scaring
game in more than nine years,
beaten the Broncos for the second
straight week and ensured a
second-round playoff berth in
Buffalo
"I think today, whatever we
needed to score, we would
have," quarterback Jeff Hostetler
said after leading the Raiden to a
42-24 victory in an AFC wild card playoff game. "We've come
together as a team.

NFL PLAYOFFS
Saltininy, Jen. II
Kansas Cary 27, Plusburgh 24, OT
Green Bey 2S, Dueroit 24
any, .kwt. 0
Nam York Giants 17, 11Alrywrecas
10
Loa Angeles Rudders 42, Denver

24
to
score would win, but our defense
came up big in the second half.•"
A week earlier, the Raiders rallied froai a 30-13 third-quarter
deficit to edge the Broncos 33-30
in overtime and gain the homefield advantage for the opening
playoff round.
This time, the teams were tied
21-21 after a wild fun half that
saw Denver quarterback John
Elway match Hostetler's three
"I thought

the

last

team

touchdown passes. Then the
Raider defense again limited the
Broncos to a field goal in the second half while McCallum went to
work_
After an exchange of punts to
start the game. Hostetler and
Elway went to work, engineering
six straight touchdown drives.
They capped each drive with
touchdown penes, going to nx
different receivers.
We made a few mistakes in
the first half, but we came out an
the second half and pot out their
fue,- Raiders linebacker Aaron
Wallace said. -Every time they

in the final period as the Raiders
palled away.
The Raiders (11-6) next play
on Saturday at Buffalo. where the
Bills (12-4) destroyed them 51-3
in the AFC championship game
three years ago.
Mach more recently, on Dec.
5, the Raiders won at Buffalo
25-24. That was the last time the
Bills lost.
The game will involve a warmweather team - the Raiders in a cold-weather setting.
The last time the Raiders played in the cold, they lost to Green
Bay 28-0 on Dec. 26.
"I don't mind cold weather at
all, but I wish I could convince
my teammates to feel the same
way," Raiders wide receiver Tim
Brown said.

scored, it just made as buckle
down mom."
McCallum ran Its a pair of
third-quaner touchdowns to cap
short drives after poor pants by
Tom Rosen, then added another • See Nag. 9

Rushing, defense
lead Giants to win
By TON CANAVAN

creating a

AP Seeds

minas-5 degrees.

Writer

Neither

EAST RUTHERFORD. NJ.

when

winds howl

the

the temperatures dip - a

groused game and a

punishing

defense.
The Ganes had both Sunday
as Rodney Hampton rushed for
161 yards and two touchdowns
and

the

defense

McMahon

out

knocked
of

the

Jim

game

twice is *17-10 NW wild-card
victory

over

the

a

Minnesota

York (12-5) will

meet
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MOW IT. (741

MOREHEAD, Ky. - More
than 50 fans braved the subfreezing temperatures and made
the trip to the mountains of eastern Kentucky to see the Racers'
Ohio Valley Confluence opener
against Morehead State.
However, it wasn't so cold
inside cozy Johnson Arena on
Saturday night_
Unless you were from
Morehead_
-Quite honestly, we got frozen
against their defensive pressure,"
Morehead head coach Dick Fick
said of Murray State's recordbreaking first half performance.
Murray State scored 68 firsthalf points to break the previous
record of 62 set in 1970 against
Illinois College. Murray turned
the awesome display into an eyeopening 116-91 win.
As much as Murray fans loved
watching William Moore drill
three 3-pointers, or Lawrence
Bassetl driving the baseline for a

Lady Racers
gain split in
Death Valley
Stall Report
Murray Ledger and Times
Murray State's Lady Racers
finished their "Death Valley"
trip at 1-1 after Sunday's 91-76
loss at Eastern Kentucky
University.
The Lady Colonels took a
43-31 lead at halftime and
though Murray State played
Eastern to within three in the
second half, they were never
able to overcome the early
deficit.
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spectacular dank. Fick could only
see

Gray

led

Murray

who shot 49 percent from
the field. with 15 points while
Jennifer Parker added 14,
Melissa Shelton tossed in 12,
Angie Cooper had 11 and
Rechelle Cadwell contributed
eight.
On Saturday, the Lady Racers overcame a 20-point halftime deficit to defeat Morehead
State 73-70.
Murray (5-5, 1-1) was led at
Morehead by Melissa Shelton's
21 points and 15 rebounds.
The Lady Racers stay at
home for their next five contests, starting Jan. 15 with
league foe Middle Tennessee.

State.

Murray

s
'
State

stifling

defense.
"Their defensive pressure and

our inability to scream hart as,"
said Fick. "But, I don't want to
say anything that will distract
Murray State's
from
performance."
Murray, now 7-3 overall and
1-0 in the OVC,forced Morehead
(5-7, 0-2) into 17 turnovers in the
first half, though they never
pressed full-court
Offensively. Murray shot 67

co in the conference semifinals.
The 49ers had a first-round bye.
The weather was brutal with
winds gusting up to 26 mph and

• See Papa 9

Moore is
newcomer
of the week

percent (29 of 43) front the field
and 60 percent (6 of 10) from
3-point.
Head coach Scott Edgar called
it the best half he's seen by a
Racer team, because it came on
the road.
"It was just one of those
halts," said Edgar. "You hope to
have a couple of these at home,
but you never dream of having
"
one on the road.
It feels real good to get one
"
" said senior Cedric
on the road.
Gamin, who

scored 13 of his 15

points in the first half and played
just 19 minutes.
Kelly

s
'
M4xehead

Wells

hit

with 18:32 to
play in the first half to tic it at
4-4. From that point on, it was all
three free throws

Racers.
When Michael James hit a layup with 14:52 to play, Murray led
20-10.

Three

minutes

MINX

later,

Moors hit his second layup in a
row to make it 29-14. Gamm

• See Pact* 9

IAAJIK YOUPIMadgar a Tinos phow
Murray Stale senior Cedric Gumm scored 15 points In the Rican' win
over Obtained Salunky,

BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP)
- The Ohio Valley Conference newcomer of the week is
William Moon Jr. of Murray
State. Moen .coo d 32 points
is two Racer victories, including a career-high 21 against
Masthead State.
Tyrone Bock was named die
OVC player of the week Stalky fOr his play during Audis
Pears victories over Tennessee State and Tennessee Tech.
The senior forward scored
45 points and palled 22
rebounds as the Governors
regrouped after losing the first
seven games of the season.
They are obw 34, and have
woo both their OVC contests.
Jerry Fogk took rookie of
the week honors for scoring 37
points in two games, including
a 5-of-6 performance from
3-point Tango. Fogle scored a
career-high 31 for Morehead
State during a loss to Eastern
Kentucky.

Tennessee's Shuler to leave school for NFL
By TOM SHARP

AP Sports Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Tennessee quarterback Heath
Shuler said Sunday he will give
up his senior year of college and
enter the NFL draft_
Shuler said it has been his
dream to play in the NFL since
he was 10 years old, and that he
decided not to wait any longer to
fulfill iL
"I can't tell you how difficult
this has been for me," he said_
"Still, no matter how many different ways I looked at each point.
1 kept coming back to one thing
- my dream - and that need to
stretch myself."
Shuler said he made up his
mind Monday while on a deer
hunting trip in Alabama.

"Now that I've made this decision, I am confident that it is the
right one for me," Shuler said.
"I don't want to ever look back
and wonder 'What if?' regardless
of how I measure up at the professional level."
Shuler, whom draft analysts
predict will be one of the top five
players chosen in the April 24
draft, said money never entered
into his deliberations.
"The money will be there, I
think," he said. "Money was
never an issue, never even
brought up."
Tennessee coach Phillip Fulmer said he respects Shuler's
decision "with the utmost
pride:'
"I'm going to hold you to the
commitment you've made to stay

involved in Tennessee football,"
Fulmer told him. "We certainly
will always respect and love you
slot"
Shuler is 6-feet-3, 220 pounds.
He was runner-up for the Heisman Trophy, the AP's All-SEC
quarterback, second-team AllAmerican and the Southeastern
Conference Player of the Year as
chosen by a couple of
publications.
His passing efficiency rating of
157.3 ranked sixth in the country.
Fresno State's Trent Differ, who
announced Tuesday he would
enter the NFL draft, was first.
This season Shuler passed for
2,353 yards, completed 65 percent of his passes (184 of 285),
and set a school record with 25
touchdowns to go with eight

interceptions. He has 36 career
TD passes, tied for a school
record.
The Vols were the secondhighest scoring team in the country, averaging 42.8 points a
game, and finished the season
9-2-1 and ranked 12th after a Citrus Bowl loss to Penn State.
Shuler won the starting job as
a sophomore after throwing four
passes as a freshman.
He was, offensive coordinator
and quarterbacks coach David
Cutcliffe says, "an athlete playing quarterback" the first half of
the 1992 season. He set a school
record for rushing TDs by a quarterback with 11 that year.
But as he gained experience,
Shuler's arm became more of a
weapon than his legs.

He was the MVP of the Hall of
Fame Bowl after his sophomore
season when he completed 18 of
23 passes for 245 yards and two
touchdowns.
The pros like Shuler because
of his arm strength, which has the
proportions of myth on the Tennessee campus.
It is said his first pass in practice as a freshman hit the receiver
in the helmet so hard it deflated
the football. An ABC-TV crew
filming a promotion this year got
a surprise when Shuler shattered
the plexiglass shield protecting
the camera. An Arkansas defensive back gave up on wide
receiver Craig Faulkner when
they got 55 yards dovmfield into
a 20 mph wind, and Shuler threw
the ball over his head.

PRO BASKETBALL

Harper helps Knicks right off in win over Blazers
CHRIS SHERIDAN
Al' Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- It didn't
take long for Derek Harper to get
the bulk of the playing time at
point guard for the New York
Knicks.
Harper, acquired last Thursday
from the Dallas Mavericks, played 27 minutes Sunday night and
was on the court during a 17-7
fourth-quarter run as New York
defeated the Portland Trail Blazen 99-85.
In other games, Phoenix beat
Golden State 122-107 and San
Antonio best the Los Angeles
Lskers 95-89.
Patrick Ewing scored 36 points
and John Starks added 30, but it

By
Stephanie

a.

a

plays later, Hampton
circled the right side, stiffarmed Carlos Jenkins around

(10-6) Samrday in San Francis-

Racers' first-half blitz sinks Eagles
By STEVE PARKER

pan. He sustained

PealFOS(

the NW West champion 49ers

Heating up
Sports Editor

against

concussion and Sean Salisbury
replaced him for a play before a

Vikings.
New

scored

the (jaw
who did the most with it
Trailing 10-3 at halftiate,
New York got touchdown nag
of 51 and 2 yards from Hannma on its first two possession
in the third quarter.
Actually, the Giants defense
got things going on the second
play of the half as Keith Hamilton and Mike Fox sandwiched
McMahon just after he released

ball games at Giants Stadium in

mad

team

the wind, but it was

(AP) - Two things will foot-

Jainary

wind- chill focus of

was the newly-acquired Harper
who got the most auention afterward for playing quality minutes
during the most crucial part of
the game.
"It's still early, but you can
tell he's going to be able to spark
us in certain situations," said
Charles Oakley, who had 14
points and 12 rebounds for his
16th double-double of the season
- one more than he had all last
season.
Harper, who had seven points
and four assists, made a 20-foot
jumper to give New York a 91-73
lead in the fourth quarter. Portland got no closer than 14 after
that.
"I was nervous,- Harper said.

had 29 points and 17 rebounds
"I'm just trying to find my comand three other Phoenix players
fort zone right now. ... This is a
scored at least 21.
great opportunity. 1 think it's
Barkley went on the injured
important that I try to take advanlist Sunday with a small tear in
tage of it"
his right quadriceps tendon. He
Neither Harper nor Greg
was injured Friday against
Anthony had outstanding offenMinnesota.
sive numbers, but Harper did a
better defensive job than
Johnson missed his third
Anthony, who's been starting for
straight game to rest a bruised
the Knicks since Doc Rivers went
right thigh and sprained ankle,
down with a season-ending knee
but Frank Johnson filled in with a
injury.
season-high 26 points and eight
assists. Dan Majerle had 23
Rod Strickland led Portland
points and Danny Ainge 21.
with 19 points.
"We played a very proud team
Suns 122, Warriors 107
that forgot their adversities for
At Phoenix, the Suns were
two hours and kicked our butts,"
without Charles Barkley and
Kevin Johnson, but their bench' Golden State coach Don Nelson
said.
took up the slack. A.C. Green

Spurs 95, Lakers 89
At Inglewood, Calif., the Spurs
held Los Angeles to 25 points in
the first half - a franchise
record-low for the Lakers.
The Lakers trailed 73-45 with
1:59 to play in the third period,
but outscored San Antonio 44-22
the rest of the way. The final
score marked the closest margin.
Los Angeles was without
coach Randy Pfund, who was
suspended for one game and
fined by the NBA for bumping a
referee in Friday's victory over
the Clippers. He was replaced by
assistant Bill Bertka.
David Robinson led San Antonio with 22 points. Dale Ellis had
19 and Vinny DelNegro 14.
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Georgia knocks off No.4-Kentucky
The Aaaciettlad MISS
ATHENS, Ga.(AP) — Georgia's streak of 14 losses against
nationally ranked opposition has
ended.
The Bulldogs knocked off
fourth-ranked Kentucky 94-90 in
overtime Saturday night for a 2-0
start in the Southeastern Conference Eastern Division race.
"This is a huge win," Charles
Claxton said after his 21-point,
11-rebound effort led the way for
the Bulldogs. "This sends a message to the rest of the league that
Georgia can beat anybody."
"Before the second half, 1 told

Lady Laker freshmen down Mayfield
MAYFIELD — Calloway County's freshman girls took a 34-27
win at Mayfield Saturday to raise their record to 3-2.
Calloway's Jana Herndon led all scorers with 15 points while
Lady Laker Missy Stubblefield had a double-double with 12 points
and 11 rebounds, while also handing out four assists. Misty Mason
had seven points and five assists while Holly Leslie pulled down
six rebounds.
The Lady Laken return to action Thursday night, hosting Obion
County Central, Tenn.

Tape may identify Kerrigan'S attacker
or

DETROIT (AP) — A videotape that caught a brief glimpse of a
man who struck skater Nancy Kerrigan could help police identify a
suspect in the attack that forced her withdrawal from the U.S. Figure Skating Championships.
A video technician determined the man as white. Witnesses
described him as 35-40 years old, 6-foot and 190-210 pounds.
Kerrigan was placed on the Olympic team Saturday, two days
after struck with a blunt instrument Kerrigan was told by doctors
she can resume skating next week and begin jumping in two weeks.
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PHOENIX (AP) — All-Star forward Charles Barkley of Phoenix
was placed on the injured list because of a small tear in his right
quadriceps tendon. Barkley tore it dunng the Suns' 110-103 victory
over Minnesota Friday night.

L.A. Lakers' coach suspended one game
NEW YORK (AP) — Los Angeles Lakers coach Randy Pfund
was suspended one game without pay and fined $3,000 by the NBA
for bumping a referee during a game against the Los Angeles
Clippers.
Pfund missed the Laken' game Sunday against San Antonio and
was replaced by assistant Bill Bertka.
The incident occurred with 8:49 in the third quarter Friday night.
Pfund bumped Ted Bernhardt and was ejected, an automatic $250
fine.

•Racers'...
FROM PAGE 8
then drilled back-to-back 3-pointers to extend the lead 35-14.
With 3:58 remaining in the
half, Moore hit a 3-pointer to
make it 50-28. Two minutes later
he drilled another to make it
60-34. Murray tied the school
record when Bussell drove the
baseline and slammed home the
62nd point of the half. Transfer
Marcus Jones, who became eligible just days before the game,
broke the record with a short
jumper.
Jones made it 68-36 at the half
when he canned an 18-footer at
the buzzer.
Edgar, known for blistering his
team at halftime even when
they're leading, was left speechless Saturday night.
"There was nothing he could
say," said Marcus Brown, who
played just 17 minutes."We were
on a roll."
Moore scored 13 points in the
first half and finisecl with 21 on 8
of 11 shooting. The 6-0 junior
was 5 of 6 from the 3-point area
and played just 19 minutes.
Four players finished in double
figures and three Racers finished
with nine. Gumm and Jones each
had 15 and Bassett pitched up 12.
Antoine Teague, Brown and Vincent Rainey all had nine.
Murray shot 65 percent for the
game, made 53 percent from

3-point and held Morehead to 44
percent.
"We couldn't have done any
better," said Edgar.
Morehead, which hit 10 of 16
threes in the second half, got as
close as 18 in the final minutes.
Now, Murray State must focus
on the biggest game of the year,
a Monday night encounter at
league-leading Eastern Kentucky
University.
Edgar doesn't invision his
team scoring 68 points in the first
half, but knows they'll come
ready to play.
"I think the effort will be the
same," he said of the game at 6-5
Eastern. "We're a very confident
team right now."
Murray is ensured of a split, no
matter what happens on the final
leg of the "Death Valley" trip.
"There's no such thing as a
split," said Gumm, one of the
team's captains. "Other teams
look for splits, the Racers want to
go 2-0 and get back to Murray."
NOTES: Jones, a 6-4 senior,
played two seasons at Alabama
before leaving two seasons ago.
He tranferred to Murray from
Faullner Community College in
Memphis.
To gain eligibility this season,
Jones had to take a correspondence course at Conner Junior
College in Warner, Okla., over
the Christmas break.

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
Commercial & Residential)

Chiefs 27, Steelers 24
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Joe Montana was supposed to
bring to Kansas City the kind of
playoff magic that won four Super Bowls at San Francisco.
The Chiefs got the magic
Saturday, but a lot of it came
from the special teams as they
beat Pittsburgh 27-24 in overtime
to advance to the second round of
the NFL playoffs.
Montana threw a 7-yard touchdown pass to Tim Barnett on
fourth down, tying the score with
1:43 left in regulation after Keith
Cash blocked a punt and Fred

Want to motivate
your customerg
Do it with newspaper.

IM Raiders...
FROM PAGE 8
The Raiders beat Denver (9-8)
for the seventh straight time at
the Los Angeles Coliseum and
the ninth time in the last 10
games between the teams.
"It was no fluke. They beat
us," said Elway, who completed
29 of 47 passes for 302 yards
with one interception — the
game's only turnover and his first
interception in 141 passes. "In
the second half, we just didn't
make the plays."
The Raiders made enough
plays to score their most points
since Dec. 2, 1984, when they

FROM PAGE 8
the Vikings 35 and scored from
51 yards out — the longest TO
run in Giants playoffs history
— to tie the game.
McMahon came back on the
next senes but the Vikings were
forced to punt from 'their own 5.
Harry Newsome shanked the
kick, giving the Giants the ball
at the 26.
Hampton carried six of the
eight plays, eventually scoring
from the 2 with 5:37 left in the
third quarter. The extra point
even had excitement as David
Treadwell ran it in after a
muffed snap.
McMahon, who threw a
40-yard touchdown pass to Cris
Carter late in the first half, was
knocked to the sidelines again
on the next series. He didn't
return until the final two Vikings' series, but he never got
Minnesota close, being sacked
at the Giants 43 in the closing
seconds.
McMahon finished 12 of 25
for 145 yards. The Vikings
managed only 79 rushing yards
and 260 total. The Giants ran
for 176 yards and 270 total.
Salisbury moved Minnesota
into scoring position twice. A
drive into the wind ended on
downs at the New York 27 and
the second was stopped by Cris
Carter's fumble at the New
York 23 after a 30-yard pass
play.

beat the Miami Dolphins 45-34.
"Any time you give up 42
points, you're not going to win,"
Broncos coach Wade Phillips
said. "Our offense hung with
them in the first half. But out
defense didn't. We couldn't stop
the passing game and we played
poor on short yardage and on the
goal-line plays."

Sponsored By

Jones returned it 31 yards to the
Pittsburgh 9.
Then Nick Lowery kicked a
32-yuder 11:03 into overtime,
sending the Chiefs to Houston to
play the Oilers next Sunday.
Montana, who was 28-of-43 for
276 yards, set up the score at the
end of a 66-yard drive with passes 01 18 yards to Cash and 10 to
Birden.
Montana's tying 111) pass following the blocked punt capped a
back-and -forth fourth period that
almost had one final twist. Lowery missed a 43-yard field goal
attempt with 7 seconds left that
apparently should not have been
from that distance. A 9-yard completion to Todd McNair that set it
up clearly hit the ground before it
was caught.
Packers 28, Lions 24
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) —
Brett Favre got the last laugh on
the Detroit Lions, despite a
record performance by Barry
Sanders.
Favre, burned by four interceptions against the Lions in the sea
son finale a week ago, hooked up
with Sterling Sharpe for three
touchdown passes Saturday, the
last with 55 seconds remaining,
as the Green Bay Packers
defeated Detroit 28-24 in their
NFC wild card game.
The Packers (10-7) advance to
the NFC divisional playoffs
against the NFC East champion
Cowboys in Dallas. The Lions
(10-7) had downed the Packers
30-20 six days earlier for their
second NFC Central title in three
years.
Favre completed 15-of-26 passes for 204 yards with one interception, which Detroit's Melvin
Jenkins returned 15 yards for a
touchdown.
The Packers, who were making
their first post-season appearance
since strike-shortened 1982, lead
the NFL with a 14-5 post-season
record.
It was the first post-season
game
r als between the two ancient

Larry lirbuse Insurance
105 N. 12th
Good service,
good coverage,
good priceThat's
State Farm
insurance.
PRO BASKETBALL

purchases are made as a
result of newspaper
advertising.

The Preston Gmop, Lexington, Ky
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Treadwear Protector Warranty

F RE E MOUNT
AND
COMPUTER BALANCE

Grand Classic Tires
As Low As

"
$59

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111
******* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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When you compare
newspaper and television, twice as many

Fixed Rate Mortgages
6.75%
6.91% a.p.r.
Conventional Fixed Rate Loan
Low rates. a complete selection of financing options
and the personalservice you deserve. See one of our
protessional home financing consultants today to
talbr a mortgage to your personal needs

201 s• 3rd

733_2417

Call Ed Rezek III
1-800-248-2301

Call Mary Ann Orr, Fran Faith,
Jennifer Hale or Stuart Alexander
at 753-1916

'Lifetime Guarantee'

Fleet Mortgage Corp.

Murray Ledger & Times

2927 Lone Oak Rd. • Paducah, KY 42001
Ples.
View prIsiotst

How long have you been in business in
Murray and Calloway County? Tell all about
it in our annual Progress edition to be
published Thursday, January 20, 1994.
Deadline is Thursday, January 13, 1994.

Only $8.00 per spot

Refer to this ad and receive a FREE Residential
Home Loan Credit Report $40 value

—Replacement Windows

CALL
753-7020

break a 90-90 tie. Kentucky's
Chris Harrison was guilty at a
lane violation on the missed free
throw, and Jones, given another
chance, convened for a 92-90
lead.
Jones, who finished with seven
points, then stole a pass and
raced downcoun for a dunk as
time ran out.
Delk led the Wildcats with 27
points. Carlos Strong added 19
for the Bulldogs_
Travis Ford improved his SEC
and Kentucky record to 50 consecutive free throws before missing
with 6:35 left in the first half

733.3361

—Vinyl Siding

FREE ESTIMATES

last five seconds of overtime.
"In the past we haven't been
able to win down the stretch,"
said Jones. "This says we can
win the big game. We've won
two games back to back in
overtime."
On Wednesday night, Georgia
beat Auburn on the road 83-80 in
overtime
"It's a confidence builder,"
Durham said. "When you beat a
team the quality of Kentucky,
you can't say enough good things
about them."
Jones hit one of two free
throws with 24 seconds left to

SCOREBOARD

•Rushing...

Suns' Barkley out with tear in tendon
1

Claxton, 'This is your half. They
can't stop you,— Georgia coach
Hugh Durham said. "And that's
what he did. He was a man. He
played like a man."
The Bulldogs (7-4) outrebounded Kentucky (11-2, 1-1)
54-38 and the Wildcats were able
to make only 12 of 30 free
throws. That was the difference.
"We didn't play like the No. 4
team. We played like the 44thranked team," Kentucky coach
Rick Piano said.
Reserve Steve Jones scored
Georgia's final four points and
had a key steal and dunk in the

Colik

Awriput

•
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With Coach Scott Edgar and the
1994 Murray State Racers!

Thornton
Tile and
Marble
isit Our Showroom
Mon.-Fri. 8-1:30

753-5719
612 South 9th Street

All The Way
RACERS!

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray
Specializing in automotive computer repairs, electronic fuel
infection and automotive heat
and air conditioning systems

MURRAY STATE
at Eastern Kentucky
Monday,January 10,6:30 p.m.
The Game

The Squad

Monday's visit to McBrayer Arena will mark
the second OVC game for the Races, who opened up
OVC play Saturday at Morehead State.
'Tipoff is set for 6:30 p.m. CST. All Murray
State basketball games are broadcast on the Racer
Sports Network, flagship station WBLN (103.7).
Neal Bradley and Sam Rickman call the action.

ESL
G
G
F
F
F

The Racers
The Racers were 6-3 on the year entering the
Morehead State-Eastern Kentucky swing. In their
third season under coach Scott Edgar, the Racers
downed Arkansas College to close pre-conference
play last week 93-79, with Jerry Wilson leading
Murray State with 18 points and 7 rebounds.
Murray State owns five OVC titles in the last
six seasons.
Marcus Brown leads the Racers at 16.8
points per game, and won OVC Player of the Week
honors last week Cedric Gurnm averages 13.3
points, while Antwan Hoard averages 12.7 points and
5.0 rebounds for Murray State.
The Colonels
The Colonels were 5-6 before facing Southeast Missouri Saturday. Eastern Kentucky opened
OVC play with a 90-81 win at Morehead State last
week, with John Allen tossing in 27 to lead the way.
The Colonels, under former Murray State
assistant Mike Calhoun, are unbeaten in McBrayer
Arena this season, owning a 3-0 record. The Colonels
non-conference schedule was tough,swith visits to
Kentucky, Louisville, Indiana, UNLV and Oklahoma.

619 S. 4th St. , Murray
753-6831 • 753-3571

Probable starting lineup for Murray State:
1923-_94
Na. Name ifigt-11.2
13.3 ppg
4
Cedrk Comm (6-0, Sr.)
16.8 ppg
Marcus Brown (6-3, So.)
5
7.3 ppg
14 Jerry Wilson (6-7, Sr.)
7.0 ppg
25 Lawrence Bussell (6-4, Sr.)
12.7 ppg
20 Anhwei) Hoard (6-6, Sr.)
Off the bench:

res. Ng,
G 10
C 44
F
22
C 3
G 34
G 35
G 42

HgLCLJ
Kenneth Taylor (5-10, So.)
Michael James (6-8, Sr.)
Vincent Rainey (6-4, Fr.)
Antoine Teague (6-10, Sr.)
William Moore (6-0, Jr.)
Nathan Howard (5-11, Fr.)
Jarrod Martin (5-11, Fr.)

1993-94
5.4 ppg
5.1 ppg
4.8 ppg
6.1 ppg
8.4 ppg
4.0 ppg
3 0 ppg

The Coach
Scott Edgar is 41-28 (.594) overall in his
third season as head coach of the Murray State
Racers, including a 22-8(.733) record in OVC play.
The 1992 OVC Coach ofthe Year, Edgar spent II
seasons under Nolan Richardson at Arkansas and at
Tulsa. He is a 1978 graduate of PittsburghJohnstown.
The History
Murray State holds a 68-52 advantage in the
series against Eastern Kentucky, after taking two of
three games last season. Murray State is 13-3 against
EKU since 1988. MSU scored a 93-92 win in Murray
on Jan. 23. Frank Allen had 28 to led the Racers,
while Antwan Hoard pitched in 15 and pulled down
10 boards. Eastern scored a 98-82 win over MSU on
Feb. 13, with John Allen tossing in 29 to led the
Colonels, while Frank Allen led Murray with 25. In
the OVC Tournament semifinals, the Racers scored a
74-73 win, with Maurice Cannon scoring 19 points
to lead the Racers. Arlando Johnson led EKU with

TJ's Friday &
Saturday Night Buffet

Chestnut St. • Murray 753-0045

Good Luck
Racers!
from

urra
104 Maple St. • 753-3181
Where every foot
is a square deal.

-Daily Specials
-60 Item Food 6 Sundae Bar
-U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks
Cut Fresh Daily_

SIRLOIN
serocRADEe
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Center, Murray
753-0440

Trans-Tune Special
•FREE Road Test
-Band adjustment
iif applicable)
•Linkage Adjusted
-Throttle Pressure
Checked
•Flu id
•New Pan Gasket
•Clean Filter
(if •pplicabk)
Filter Extra

753-6577

TRANSMISSION

OPEN 24 HOURS
Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas
Ky. Lottery

Ono Pr$ce
Includes It AlII
Bar-B-0 Ribs
Pond Raised
Catfish Fillets
Fried Chicken
Food Bar
Salad Bar
Dessert Bar
Includes Drink
Place Ain't Fancy...
But Sho Is Good Food.

BEFORE THE GAME

CEDRIC GUMM
6-0, G,Sr.
Bowling Green, Ky.
About Cedric:
Cedric won all-tournament honors for his
play in the Toledo MVP Holiday
Classic.. Murray State's second-leading scorer,
he averages 13.3 points and 4.3 rebounds a
game. Also second on the team with 26 assists,
Cedric is a deadly 3-point shooter, hitting 50
percent on the season from 3-point range. He is
one of the most accurate 3-point shooters in
school history.
Cedric was born on Jan. 28, 1972. In
addition to his work on the court, he is a premed major at Murray State.

753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray
All Major Credit Cards

GOOD
LUCK
RACERS!

MERCURY
LINCOLN

hi

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St. • (502)753-5273

Power Tools

Good
Luck
Racers.

Best of Luck
UNDERHILL
MOTOR SALES

WAI:MART

PI

wy. 121 South • Murray
753-3669
Randall 41 Joyce Underhill

Norsworthy Building
Supply & Cabinetry

611 SUPER SHEll.

We'd like to have
the opportunity to
show you what we
mean with quality
protection and service. Call us today

'Specialize In Kitchen &
Bath Designs & Installation
*Formica & Conan Tops
*Interior Doors
•Exterior Doors
*Moldings
•Stair Parts

759-1007
1918 Coldwater Road
Murray

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY
IS A GOOD AGENT

753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

Purdom, Thurman
6 McNutt
Southold* Court Square
753-4451

With Coupon
Hwy. 641 (12th St.) Murrayj

1
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TO PLACE
AN AD

$5 00 Goturrin inch
W% Pesoure See that,
ains Oescoani Sid Ism
Of I Ase haat lase Wan Oar Portal)
$1 75 per column Inch *Oro for
Tuesday cShoppsng Guide).

APING,'.

010
020
025

Reader Adt

030

254 par word, 15 00 rrenlmurn
ef clay Ss par word per Okry for
reoch =Motional consecutive
day 41 7S extra for Shopper
Dues Clauttleds go Into Shopping Gulde) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

0o0
070
090
lx
'0

Legal Notice
Nonce
Personois
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

040
050

.rarrtIgid_12.21_fraPdIsl
A $2 00 km wie b• Noosed 60 make
any crionsiss Ois ad can coodens.

Form Edulprnent
UveSTOCk & SJPOkes
Poultry & Suppliers
Prockice
Faso & Soria

TRANSPORTATION

762-4434.

020
Noes*

*Am

MASSAGE TO YOU
-rtr

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age krris to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informs
Son call

DWI OTC 713-31101

Norma leane's Nails
Treat Hot Wax
Yourself Manicure
'30 se $10
753-1137

GRILL

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Murray's
newest team of
Foodservice
Professionals, as
we prepare to
kidk-off the
GRAND OPENING

11414 KooF own een.es"

of.

AFTER Holiday Special
Joa'S Carpet Cleaning
Specsal $15 per room. regardless of sae or number
of rooms Residents" only
Lowe
Joe
C•II
901-247-3068

Join

SPORTY'S GRILL!
Be a part of this
unique restaurant
located on the
Campus of MSU

753-2310

We will be taking
applocabons tor all
posIbons, beginrang
Thursday Jan 1.31h
Please stop by the
restaurant at the
corner of 15th
°bye Blvd. Mon
thru En 9 4 to owl(
+JP an apphcabon

AURORA Pizza Magic
Closed for the winter
Watch for re-opening
dates

For additional
Info., call
Steve Whitlock

meow=
Mow
swim=

eine CONFOAT OF SOUR KAM

SEARS
Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

at 753-1116
X XXXXXXXXXXX X
x
ADULT
x
X BOOK STORE x

ROW of Doll House Cala v
^ Open 6 p m -4 a m
X Hwy. 79 Paris, Tn. X

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Dewy open •t 6001

X XXXXXXXXXXX X

Knights of Columbus Hall
94 west a Johnny Robertson Road
soum o Sci Han Road, npre on Sq. Here Roes urn
KY

tie.

Pomo*

°PIN 10 IHF VI I

PO Box 1033

Murray

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

JACK Rchson is looking for
Information on he mother,
Hannah Reason, who was
adopted from the Friendly
Orphanage. Looking for an
uncle, name unknown Call
618-673-2351 or send info
so Pt 1 Box 240, Gaff, IL
62842 do Betty Cook Originally from Philadelphia,
PA.
LONELY? To meet orgies
in your area. Al ages Contact Locus USA, 2342 University Station, Murray. KY
42071-3301,

Lost
Aad Feed
LOST Ladies Elgin watch
southside Murray Sent
mental value Reward of
Wed. $25 Call 492-6138
LOST Small due leather
packet front wallet containg
health cards
etc
753-3106

ANIMAL Shelter workers
needed One pontoon approx 30hrs per week
most morning work One
position 16tws per week,
mostly Sat 8 Sun work
Prefer mature person ex
penenced in handling ens
mats Previous applicants
welcome Apply at Shelter
E Sycamore Tues. Jan 11
3-6pm Thur, Jan 13,
1-pm Sat. Jan 15, 2 4pm
No phone calls please

DELIVERY
DRIVER
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
NOW!
If you well years of age or
older, hen a valid driver's
icense, ii inured aulo
mobole. and•goo] donna
record. you may Just be the
oerson we're looking lor
We offer flexible hours,
pert ens or full tme
For Full Detalle Call:
759-4646
Or Stop By
Murray Plots Hut
For Information
EOE

UE[16 OPPOPFU

Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic, growth-oriented hospital,
has opportunities for nurses who are interested in joining a team of
progressive, state-of-the art healthcare providers.

'31
73

EXPERIENCED R.N.'S FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS:
Med/Surg: all shifts
Critical Care Unit: all shifts
Psychiatric unit: 7A-7P
Obstetrics: 7A- 7P
Nurse Manager positions: Med/Surg (includes pediatric unit)
OB/GYN and Nursery
Management experience required. Excellent salary and benefits
package.
CONTACT:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901)644-8257

my

1C HENWCOUNITY
MC MEDICALCENTER
•-••••-•-0.1111•...-

jr

rr

'is,.

Jsed Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

1.:-T'llre is- omens,

TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

REAL ISIAH SALES
270
305
420
430
435
440
450
460

Moose Homes For Sole
For Sale or loose
Home loans
Peal Estate
Lake Property
Lots For So.'s
Forms For Sae
1-4C/Fres POF Sole
MISCELLANEOUS

410
540
560
570

SECRETARY with boo
keeping skills and cornpu
ter knowledge Steady
work and flexible hours
Applications availible at
Black's Decorating Center.
701 S 4th Si, Murray KY
or call 7530639

Your New Veers
Resokritori Get the lob of
your dreams by using over
250 ocib seeking secrets
Learn the secrets of what
employers want and bolt WANTED barmaids, wait
for in potential employees messes 8 dancers. $500
Send $6 95 today , Employ
plus weekly Doll House
ment Services. PO Box Cale, Paris, In
9132, Paducah, KY - 901-642-4297 7pm-2arn
42002-9132.
WILDLIFE/
NOTICE POSITIONS CONSERVATION JOBS
AVAILABLE!!! With Fed- Game wardens secunty
eral, State, and Local Gov- maintenance etc No asp
ernment. Both skilled and necessary Now hinng For
unskilled $16,500 to info call 219 794 0010 est
$72,000 plus benefits For 7159 8am Som 7 days
application and pbs list
cal (615) 779 5506 Ext
K-108

Registered Nurse - RN position available
in new state-of-the-art birthing center Obstetrical and newborn nursery experience preferred_ Immediate availability, full-time, 12-hour
swing shift Salary commensurate with experience, competitive benefits. Submit resume to
Pinelake Medical Center, Human Resources
Dept P 0. Box 1099, Mayfield, KY 42066.

PINELAKE
MEDICAL CENTER
America's Second car

- Ugly Duckling
;
1
MEEMEMIll
Locations Coast to Coast

Public
For Trope
Free Cournn
Wonted

D•odarwm ans 1 days
odvancexl

Astlides
For 114‘

CLEANING houses a my
Wiliness Reliable and ex
panenosd. references Call
Linda 759-9553

WOOD burning Fishe
stove front opening, only
used one winter 436-2858

WILL do hoose cleaning
Have references Call
474 2131 after 3pm ask for
Betty or leave message

W2Pula*
%Ned
ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns a tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square. 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981
SEWING pbs wanted, ccluding formal wear
753-1061

Wee
Ts Rey
1 ACRE or less lot in North
Elementary School DIS0101
Call 437 4549 after
4 30pm
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
alter 5pm
CASH for mobile home
Ores 8 axles 436-2578,
901 644 0679
CASH paid for good used
nfles, shoguns. and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
EWER Price toys all
kinds), fountain pens, wrist
and pocket watches kod's
metal lunch boxes old
glassware, furniture and
appliances 753-7047
Gray's Flea Market. 6097,
South 4th

MOAN
Ffit

10'S Fr brake. Pro Two, for
vinyl siding 436-2701
3/4 LENGTH McGregor
suede leather coat with ZIO
OW Icing size 42. tan like
new $220 753-8361
BOGARD tucking and excavating, Inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt, white
rock, np rap 759 1828
INDUSTRIAL size desk,
$75 30 gallon fish tank
aocessones included. $75,
electric dryer. $100 Call
759-9629

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

NEW metal Wing & roof
trig Goys?, 36 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and gaNalurne Secondary
it available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
481/2724

WestView

NINTENDO, complete wilh
power pad, both controls,
poy sock, 8 4 games, $75
759-1506 after 5pm.

LPN Staff Positions Available

PAYING 15%1 Mt Investor For more information
call 901-642-1616

Full Time, Part Time or PFtN Status.
Excellent benefits &
competitive salary.
Contact Barbara Clapp, R.N.
Director of Nursing
KENTUCKY 4207 11

TREADMILL, Soloftex
753-5490 after 5pm

11111
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD, also leas ser
vice Cal 436-256k

Nom
Furriedireas

SEASONED firewood Gail'
the WOOD MASTER for
wood that stacks up You
pick up 759-9106

KING size waterbed, Captans table 8 headboard,
nice, $500 492 8836

WOOD for sale. dry or
green Call evenings
436-5439

orio

NEW London House box
spnngs 8 mattress sets,
standard size $85 per set
1 new 8x10 metal garage
door $250 Cal Storks Bro
Mobile Homes, 753-2922
or 1800-455-3001

QUEEN size brass bed with
mattress iS springs, $300
$99 DOWN new vending 492 8899
machons) includes pro- SEALY queen size soft
location
duct,
oder mattress with captain
1 800-798 8627
sty* bed. $200 753-7836
USING YOUR BACK•
GROUND TO BUILD
Few
YOUR FUTURE If you al
Equipasis
ready know the ins It outs of
the automotive SOOdoe field 584C CASE forklift
and would like to zero in on 492 8516
a specific portion of the
activity, this opportunity
should not be overlooked
As dad and granddad used
to say,'STRIKE WHILE
THE IRON IS HOTI Call
(502) 499 2067

MATTRESSES, any size
Buy factory direct Ask about our Repedsl Smith Mat
'Factory
tress
502 851 3160

=MI=

Applamem

Business
Opsortsnly

110

AMY

Smilassat

Armee/

WILL sit kit elderly .5 sick MAYTAG washer 8 dryer,
Call 753 4590 for $250/mo 753 1453 or
753-7928
information

HALEY'S 'AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So, 121h
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK

502 753 1301
1101 SOUTH 1516 STINE T NIUMUY

OFFICE HOURS.
,

Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sole Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m

I,C

OCCUPATIONAL,
Speech Therapist needed
fat hourly contracts in the
Madisonville. Paducah
Mayfield it Murray area
Owen Food
Must be KY certified Part
Market
time with flexible work
schedule available Send
resume to PO Box 322,
AVON Can help solve your
Benton, KY 42025 (pease
alter Christmas money
reference the area and pce
How? Call
blues
loon in which you are
753-0852 No door to door
applywg)
Remove a gift with your kit
RECREATIONAL TherapDO you need • GED? Do
ist for the Madisonville Payou need hope for the fuMayfield 8 Murray
ducah
ture end help to get a solid
area with a E3adolors decareer? We have 22 JOB
gree in recreason, therepuopenings for people 16 thru
bc recreation, physical edu21 that are not full time hgh
or adaptive physical
cation
school students Call
education Send resume to
753 9378 Fire days a seek
PO Box 322 Benton, KY
between 8 COam 3 00prn
42025 (please reference
We are an EOE This prothe area and position in
pact a funded by the West which you WO applying)
ern Kentucky Pnvate In
RETAIL MERCHANdustry Counci-JTPA
DISER, service represenDRIVERS Excellent pay tatve National jewelry ac•
and bene601 package for cessones service company
OTR truck drtvers Paid ho is seeking a pan tome rep
today and vacations As for Murray 8 surrounding
signed trucks-no slop see
area Responsibilities in
trig Students welcome
dude on store merchande
Call ALLPOINTS today at
trig, inventory control & or1 800-800 4001 or (812)
dering Flexible week day
283 7575, Dept CP 33
hours. excellent pay. must
EARN up to $3000/month have a car Please call our
processing Morgage Re- voice matt on Tuesday, Jan
funds in your area No ex- 11 only 1 SOO 283-309060
perience necessary 6506
502 569-1962
SAFETY Advisors. $2150
FITNESS center wants per month Company will
front desk staff, babysitter, train Call Mon-Thur,
only,
rearobios ostrudillk certrfi 9am lpm
=Son required II worker for 615 3998259
after school program
Come by 209 N 12M for
spplocation

Advertisers are requested lo
check the fest Inserrion of .
their ada tot any snot. Murray
/edger A Times will be resPonstbee tor only one Incorrect Insertion. Any err=
should be reported Immediately so corrections can be
mode

Dews*
I =dues

Help
Wanted

Full Time Meat
Wrapper Needed
Apply in person

KEEP

MasterCard

060
Help
Wanted

EECKWFWV

EXPERIENCED clean up
man Cal 753-2519

753-4199
-Ng

Vans

Nit9
Named

spar"

170
183
195
200
210
220
240
?CC
380

Motorcycles.
Auto Services
Auto Ports
used Cots

060

Arise

Murray State University is accepting
sealed bids on a 3-rank Wicks pipe organ
which has been declared surplus by the
Using Department. Appointments can be
obtained by calling (502) 762-4396 John
Gottachalk, 762-6339 Ray Conklin, or Steve
Brown at 762-6333. Bids will be accepted
until 2:00 p.m., January 24, 1994. Forms
may be obtained at the Purchasing Department on Chestnut Street or by calling(502)

753-0466

120
130
140
150
155
183

insurance
Exterminating
&Janes Services
Healing & Cooling
Services Offered

470
480
4135
490
495
500
510
520

CIA
Legit
Notes

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Tract°
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sqi•
. APPkonces
Home FiJnishings
Antiques
vacuum Cieoners
Sewing Machines
heavy ECIssfornent
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
T V & Rocko
Pets & Smokes

SERVICES
080
230
250
290
5-30

REAL ESTATE RENIAL
21) Mobs. Homes for Pen,
255 Mobile Horne Lots for Pent
300
Business Penton
Wont To Rent
310
Apartments For Pent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
340
Houses For Pent
For Rent or Lease
350

ARMIRS MARIXF I
190
370
390
400
550

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domeshc & ask:Kora
Situohon Wantons
8,211(141S1 Opportunrty
rtstruction

ADJUSTMENTS

753- 1916

CALL

EMI
Waist
PIANO tuning John
Gotischaik, 753-9600
UPRIGHT Mayer piano,
needs some work. Cheap!
753-2867

EU
Mseellereoue
S your bank paying 24 %
504% Would you lite 15%?
Cal 901-642 1616

Business on
a Budget?

Run this 2x2 conststency ad in Oassibedsevery day.including the Shopper ,

for S160 a month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

HELP WANTED
Circulation Department, part
time paper delivery for city and
county routes.
Apply in person after I p in. Mon -Fri

Murray Ledger & Times
low Whitnell
No Phone Calls Please
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie currently
has a full-time positlon open for a PHYSICAL THERAPIST State-of-the-art equipment as well as a comprehensive benefits
package and competitive salary offer a
qualified candidate an interesting and rewarding opportunity Interested parties
should contact:
Joyce Hamilton, Human Resources
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive

McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-4171
E 0.E.

PHYSICAL THERAPIST or LICENSED
PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT
Methodist 1 loam tal of McKenzie I tome Care has an
Immediate opening Must be licensed in Tennessee
Previous home health experience desired Fulltime position with all benefits Interesied parties
should contact
Joyce Hamilton, Homan Resources Director
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, Thil 18201
901-352-4171
E.O.E.

DorIDERProwx
lo ID I Llt. i

sst

(901/ 247-S665 • HWY. 641

SUN tinning beds new &
used Mariana eradabol
Parts sdennoe & supplies
cal Spiny Hooks 753 9274
1 KO 540 9790

Wed - Country Dance Lemons
Thum - Top 40 Rock N' Roll (College Nile)
- Country Music (DJ)
I Sal - Live Rock N' Roll or Blues Banda

XEROX 1012 comer with
owtrodpe $900

OPEN: WED.-SAT. 7 P.M.-MIDNIGHT

erre

090 753-9514

•

12

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

MONDAY

JANUARY 10, 1994

Savior
Oltenia

Far asai
K T I and Mendes else-

afi arot. gal ta 4a, new
19811" henry) ae kinferno us.,71,.._._
In.
..firw
ties included eixcept
Cal 7532339 or
753.36613 ai 436 6°6.9
7534767

30R,2 bah house. 121 No
6 miss tom lArmay Wa
ter, applhences Arrathed
$460M
Lame & mai
anom reamed 753-6723

1BR, central Mk sod WO'
Illabb
N. relerence
ilmoe Fit 110,
required
No P•111
1266 38A. IA bah, cri $235/mo 753-3649
lake lot with carport
1118 energy elficent du•
$12,000 436-5648
plea on 260 No pets.
14,170, EXCELLENT condi- $275imo I deposit.
tion. Mr. 1A beta cusiom 7S3-864a benne 9prn
tart wood aspect 10x12
deck. center hie. underpin- 1 OR 2br aces near downrwg evaded Garbage de- town Merry 753-4109
posal. dishwasher 8 sous
$11,000 Call 759 4481 28R apt 2 blocie from
aimpus weer 6 garbage
Dena built
furnished 7535990
1986 FLEETwOoo 14x60
Tbr, 1 testi. new carpet, 28R duples. garage with
remodeled ballroom, wain- automatic door opener, disrig carport in Coach Es- hwasher garbage disposal, appliances turntates 759 1579 leav•
shed 1 year 1••••,
message
$45130mo 753-7688 days,
1993 FRANKLIN 16x80, 759-4703 nights
3tor, 2 beta central at I gas
28R lownhouse, new, spa
heat
753-6384 or
dous. al appliances includ4374996
ing washer 6 dryer
1993 GATEWAY Mobile 753-4573
1-e, 14160, 2br. 1 bath,
29R upstairs apt, 4 moles
completelty furnished
502-753-7753 idler sale. from town $28501no plus
deposit & lease 489-2296
30 days possession

488,2 bath kaki Amsted
Mkairont. flack iatlaiPool
tub weekly or monthly
rat•s
Coleman RE
753-98X1

3BR 2 bath
753-2583

14030

5 ACRES with mobile
home Wif separate or sel
together
$28500
753-0450 weekdays between 9am 3pm or
753-9663 afee 6pm

2BR upstairs, washer &
dryer. 713 Ekn,$150 deposit $285/mo 753-1004
48R. 2 bath apts available
let Jan =wpm/Icy Centel
Ns, apple:woes furnished
Located on Diuguld Coleman RE 753-9890

CHOW Chew puppets
AKC. $103 1-3762540

3664, 1 Oath, tit ar garage on A acre let 6 mese
east of Hazel $55.030
759-1352

HAVE en obedient sate
dog for show or home
Craws or pros lessons
Serving Murray for Over
12yr5 436-21358

38R Nome ii Kngswood
Subdivision Southwest
School Nona.rang room,
den•kinhen combinaeon.
14 bath Call 753-0639
after 5 30pm or leave
message

PEG S Dog Grooming
753-2915

48f4 bricli country home. 2
AA bath Ural array room,
kethen win double oven
rang*, rainproof &
Awashor, formal living
room, recline Na. real pi
vete location 6 miles sotaheast of /Array Deposat
r•ter•ncits. $750imo
753-1070

FOR safe by owner Newly
redecorated. 3br, 1 bah
be of room $53.000 110
N 9th 753-9761

$10.000 FOUR une apl
house al brick. 1 bti Iran
downtown Mayfield Phone
24 7 7 1 93
or
615-388-9029

BEAUTIFUL 28r duplex.
lake ogre, wrap around
deck, nemesia from Murray
$400. HUD o k 527-9639

38A home on well shaded
A We lot South 121, 6
mass Immodest posse.soon 436-2521

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waieng to purchese
homes-al price ranges
you we thinking or selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by eke at 711 Main St

NICE 41x, new carpet &
wallpaper, etc, gas beat,
8400/mo 605 Sycamore
St Call 753-2339 or
753-8767

MOI

CREEKVIEW Sett storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759 4081

1903 FORD, 4dr, arras,
runs great, $575
753-3376

Fres tenses

TruasrornS

\ 7534931

High Standards Wilh An Extra Touch For Deal

ROBERTS Realty Calloway County. airiest and
most reliable reel &MEW
agency For all your real
estate needs call thorn today at 753 1651 1 Syca
more and 1211-1 St

For Pleat
Or Lama

Cat•
12x50 29R 1 tiaal with
appliances $3000 obo
7S3-8655

JIM DAY PAINTING
S
PAPERHANGING

arena* Rams
fepia *deco

PRIME Pflatief1Y. aPPros 53
acres Southwest Calloway
Co 7599247

11151

NEW duplex Cambndge
Sub 2te 1 bah al ap
plianc•s By owner
7594968

Protect Your Number One Investment

NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

SMALL 2br house gas
heat, nicely decorated, car
port, Leith room $325irno
415 So
Call
10th
753-2339 or 753-8767

38F1 home in town quiet
neighborhood Just isto $50,500 Contact
Re•Ity
Kopp•rud
753.1222 AILS" 5269

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of:

1

Dial-A-Service

.......

......,

753-1916

cAtiimert ractric

CAMP

Mar"
To RPM
BEAUTY Shop for rent In
own includes all equipment Current tenant will
spirt rent Total $200/per
month plus utilities Call
John 8arn 5pm 753-5315

VERY nice 2br. 2 both duplex. appliances furnished,
central gas hre Northwood
Dr $475/mo, 1 month deposit 1 year lease No pets
753-2905

Ream
For Rot

320
Apirmart
Far Rot
'2,380 sets Furnished
very race near MSU No
7 5 3- I 25 2
pets
days.753-0606 alter 5pm
1BR appliance 8 water
krnahed Reference deposit required No pets
$185'mo 753 3949
1BR nest k4SU spiatanoes
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

1614 OUVE all utilities
furnished, kitchen 8 living
room privileges Coleman
RE 7539898

11111 Ileums
Far Roil
2BR, 1 bath with gas heat
SIDS*, refngerator. wain
I dryer. nice backyard, new
paint 8 floors. $325/rno,
lease. deposit No pets
753-7210

..,. Commercial and Residentiiil
General Contracting
lir
(
Service
1' *
Ph. 502-492-8516
Hazel, Kentucky
D. Pager 502.762.7221

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers a Hauling
Call Us Anytime

0.
1-1

t

'

759-4685

viumew .

RON HALL

Murray, KY

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO,

, PI
-.

Alai: A BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fence; Home maintenance

All Types of Refuse Service

489-23O3

:er

Kilby Carpet
Cleaning

-Fiss.dental •

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor

C._:a.,..11 for

Common:4J • P,olessons

, K.T.I. 6 Associates

INSURANCE

t

For all your
1
-investigativeneeds!
. t
Bel•Air Center, Murray

...

Dare our Poi
00%
8w
a
lYa0rthe
t
Deductible,'
RouteDed.85Mi-cucy

Gerald Linn

Eddie Linn

753-63115
* BODY SHOP *
411 Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction!
Rental Cars Available
Work On All Maker &Models - Foreign or Domestic

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

You are respontible for the deductible; that Medicare does not Fey 5676 on part A, 5100 on Part B.
Call me kw more information
FREE i IELP IN CLAIM MING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

an appointment

753-2962

Phil KlIby (502) 759-1896

-

1963 MERCURY Grand
Manaus LS 70,XXX nem
leather, boded, bear car
it. new 753-4978
1906 AUDI WOO, 75.XXX
miles extra dean. call
753-0651 after 500 pin
1966 BMX Skiyart CAS
tom Idar 435-4204
1086 TOYOTA Corolla
one owner, $3600
753-6006 after 5pm
1987 CHRYSLER FAA Avenue, one tamer, local car
515,XXX mikes, excellent
conidibon 435-41526
1967 MAZDA 626. new
NMI, power windows I
locks, sunroof C•II
753-7479 after 5pm

1987 NISSAN Stanz•,
whits, w/blu• interior,
loaded Cal 753-3358
1989 CHEW Corsica. arru
Pm radio. arc, dock, 29,XXX
miles $4,000 OBO
753-4544
1969 MAZDA 929, 57.XXX
miles, leather newer, sun
roof, one owner 753-7123
after 5pm
989 PONTIAC Grand Prtx
excellent condition, loaded.
red, grey interior, $5500
759-9641
1989 PONTIAC LeMens
runs great needs some
body work, $1200
753-8955
1991 TOYOTA Camry,
loaded excellent condition
753-7853
-JREPOS I comp/thy exec
aye cars. 1988 Lincoln
Town Car 1990 Gt. C 1500
Sierra SL pickup 1983
Porsche 944 First Trust
Corp 502-753-7958

(502) 753-3868

_

Lilo

ilia
till

H-II TSE

DI

BM BS 'TETI

73.3- I s 1 I '
12th & Sycamore
Murray, KY 42071

IIIIII Faindrich
(502)753-3193

- _

SERVICES ai
Total In4Semir
Cleaning Service
•Caitiets Flews
Ousting rodeos
FREE QUOTES
likaseriabe Rees
Call NON' 7594033

CUSTOM rAdorng and
twine* worit, woo aye
isms 364 43181 akar 4pm
DRYWALL. finahvg, repairs, addeons end blowrig ceilings 7534761

ANTENNA Raper and insaloon Replace or mud
quality Channel Warm antrum', 10110CS and am
Mrs Beesley's Antenna
S•rviC•, Buchanan
901-642-4077
ANT1OUE refinishing kit
nisi,* repair
custom
woodwortung 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory Inened by 3 mayor
manufacturers All work
and pan" warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works. 753-2455

1986 CHEW Astro van, al
power, local must sell
sharp) 759-1020 rights

1974 CHEVROLET pickup
$800 obo 759-9247
1976 CHEW short wheel
bees, 350 submatic, eatery wheels. Hunter green.
runs great $2800 Call
753-9996 leave message
1983 CHEVY SiNerado ,
auto, sic. Feb extra dean
753-6328 days, 436-2284
everwrigs
1985 RED Chevy pickup,
let, 82,XXX lisle.. $4500
obo 474-8216 before Spit
1991 JEEP Comanche
pickup. 6 cyt Sap, air, et
cruse,stereo cassette, aluminum wheels, extras.
68900 obo 759-4732

der

hal

Ic

EXPERIENCED dry wall
finehina References enatM 4362080

Vet

GENERAL Rape( plumbing roofing tree work
4-36 2642

Nat

Brc
it

cap
tw(
1

Wa

1
dip
tar
tin

ma

Pit
era
col

Sh
Sit
Be

CO
Ar

T C Canh Repair 8 Maintenance Electrical Cleaning
Sewers 1210 Main Street,
753-1252 office 753 0606,
753-5705 after Spin

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and eery ice
C•II Gary at
759-4754

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licensed insured Estrnate available
759 4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15. most rep=
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Open 9 12. 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night
753-5484

WINDOW 8 door raper
20yrs experience
753-2330

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
arsenates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816. 753-0495

Al IA leaf rarang 8 mulching, light hauling 436-2528
ask for Ii4ark

ALPHA Boners Carpentry, remodeling porches,
roofing concrete driveways. painting maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tee removal, inOwtrig Free estimates
759-1683

1 A Al Hauling tree trim
ming, tree remove cleaning Out sheds attics 8 odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb

CLASSIFIED

DAVID LAMB

CONSTRUCTION
Roofing
Remodeling
Plumbing
Electrical

510
Swims
Oland
1 1 A Hauling, moving
clean up odd jobs, tree
trimming tree removal
mulch hauling, green firewood Free estimates Tim
Lamb 436-5744

11

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
ristaing. Cooing 1 Electric.
Inc Service. sales and rt
suasion ISO?) 4364699
435-4327

CARPORTS for cans and MR Chimney chimney
trucks Special sizes for cleaner 492 8723
motor home, boats RVs PLUMBING repairman with
and etc Excellent protea- same day service Call
n° high quality, excellent 436 5255
value Roy Hill 759 4664
ROCKY COLSON Home
C & C Painting 753 0884 Repair Roofing siding
painting
plumbing conCHIfil Chlm Chimney
Swoops has 10% senior crete Freesesomates Cali
atuen drscounts We sell 474-2'307
chimney caps and screens SEWING machine repair
435-4191
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes. trailers, offices
Wults Recovery, Murray
436-5560

.c

D & 7 Consfruoion Remodeling, additora, cede,
siding, fences elecance
pkambang 436 2744

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl sng, pant
mg Free 0811171111011 18
APPLIANCE SERVICE
years expenence Local reKenmore, Westinghouse,
ferenoes 436-2701
Whitlow' 30* years ex•
p•riianc•
BOBBY HADAWAY Construction
HOPPER, 436-5848
Remodeling vnyl
vinyl replacement winBACKHOE Service • ROY
dows, vinyl Mooring
HILL Sepec system. drive436-2052
rays, hailing, foundations
etc 759-4664
HEATING Ron Hall Heating, Cooling and Electric
BACKHOE SERVICE
Co
Seisms. unit replaceBRENT ALLEN septic tank
ment aid compels natal
ratalaion. repair replaceton Licensed ges instate(
ment 759-1515
Phone 435-4699
BACKHOE Service corn
LEE'S CARPET CLEANpie* foundations, septic
ING 'Serving Galloway Co
system R H Nesbitt. Mafor 22 years
Carpets
sonry Phone 492 8516
Upholstery-Emergency
BOB'S Plumbing Repair water removal 753 5827
Service Ali worix guaranteed
753-1134 or LICENSED be electric and
gas 753-7203
436-5832

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

has

FREE ESTIMATES!
Rt. 6 Box 58-99
Murray, KY

(5021 559-1860
15021 753.5113

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

(502) 435-4699

• Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding a
Days. WnecArs, Doc, Track 8 Tn3iteys. and inmate
for Metal Eluddrgs
(Ltterivorin Fid (Hwy 299)
Office 15021 489-2722
Murray. KY 42071
Hone (502) 489-2724

•,‘

3-ud Stewart,

1961 MAZDA GLC, 20r
tan. good rya, runs good,
$700 obo 753-4936 or
753-8085 asia for Rachel

HEATING, COOUNG & ELECTRIC, Inc.
.- Con:rai Newry 1 Ccokns Seneca & Insisitimor
(r. •,••
El' a Soos 4 Ica/WoBkhe
rillim.wme
teemed Gas 1.44scrwrs
' 110

Commercial Waste
-4
,
•• s
....... Disposal

li.g

PURROM MOTORS, INC.

•......

MURRAY 753-9224
1.11. Nesbitt Masonry Company

94 Pontiac
Grand Prix SE
Lowed 2200 mime
$17,900
753-1070

1987 NISSAN Sentra
72,XXX ml $2500
762-6256

• Green Houses
• Soil-Lass Mixes
DUPLEX apt, new, CamFrio
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
bridge Estates $4013/mo NORTHWOOD Storage
'Outside Float System
• Finished Plants
Fail.
Specializing in mobile
availpresently
has
units
rent lyr lease 753-6156
home electric WINVIONS 203
• Float Trays
able Cal 753-2905
• Started Plano
3-15 ACRES near Lynn
amp $375 100 amp $325 EFFICIENCY, new unherGrove 435-4362.
STORAGE buildings
435-4027
sity. $175/mo Put deposit
Now booking started & finished plants.
753-6012 leave message
36 ACRES Approx 10
WINTER Clearance Sale, No pets 753-4181.
Construction available on greenhouses.
miles southwest of Murray
STORAGE trailers
Outlay budt, energy eel 489-2181
$1200 acre Will sell in
e'ent homes at special EMBASSY 2br. central 753-7888
1-800-831-3239
(502) 435-4415
smaller tracts 435-4374
clearance anon' Dinkins gm, appliances himished
370
50 ACRES, half tillable
Mobile Homes. Lake Hwy Coalmen FE 753-9898
Doollook
good young ember. good
79E.
Paris
TN
'•'
Supplies
LARGE 2br duplex, gas
road 8 location, east or
1 -800-642-4891
heat, good shape,
HAY 156 roas 96 Walla/ Murray Reduced to
$325/no. 631 North itth.
$35,000
firm
759-1922
Call 753-2320 or 753-8767. grass. 28 alfalfa, 32 grass *me
I.
$20 per roll Extra charge
Irmo Fr RIO
MUR-CAL Apartments now for delivery Cal 753-0649 LOCATED now Tenn 8 Ky
Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Letters Custom
appliances
accepting
for
20/R furnished small. quiet
ROUND bales of grass, line (2) properties 108
Banners Plywood Signs Magnetic Signs. Vehicle
well maintained court. 1, 2 and 3br apartments $21/roll Square bales of acres.- row crop farm arid
Lenenng
Plerglass Signs Window Lenenng. Real
Phone 759-498.4 Equal
2br frame home. also 2te
$15atano 759-1691
clover, $2 50/bale
Estate Signs Office Sgriage Greeting and Ache
Housing Opportunity
home citva. several out
753-8848
before
9pm
using Posters Sandblasted Redwood Signs Ar28R Grogan 8 Mobile
buildings. Moody Realty
chitectural Signs Metal and Foarn Letters Bronze
Home Village Appliances NEW 2br duper with caCo. Inc Tommy Moody
titri
Plaques Trade Show Signs/Displays Any Custom
• water furnished Cole- pe! and outside sthage,
Realtor, 1-800-642-5093
$435/mo plus lease a dePas
Wood Works
man RE 753-9898
414 Tyson Ave, Paris TN
posit. Cal 753-7951.
4. Supple
Call 502-382-2306 Rhone or Fax
38242
2BR trailer No pets 1608
We Accept MasterCard 4 Visa
NEW duplex, all ap- AKC Bassett puppies
N 16th St 753-9866
pkances 2br, 1 baih depo- Black, tvhite, tan 1st shot 8
3BR meals home le rent. se a lease 759-4958
wormed Call after 5 30pm
Homo
references required
Fail,
NICE 2br duper on North- 502-436-5541
753-6012 leave message
wood Dr, garage, teem 1 AKC Golden Retriever pup- 2BR home located new
NICE 2br modular, gas month deposit. No pets
pies 753-1362 weekdays downtown area. Vacant &
heat, $285irno 436-2776 $450/rno. 753-5992.
435-4236
ready /Or immediate occuCOMB KITCHEN CABINETS
SHADY Oaks 2 or 31x. NICE duplex 2br, central AKC Lab puppies, Kellog. pancy Priced in the $20's,
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
electric or gas Walking dis- We, appliances furnished. Dakota, male, Shamrock owner asking for offer ConAll Types Of
tance b college 753-5209 Coleman FE 753-9696.
lines 3 DAM SER. full sis- tact Kopperud Realty
Custom Woodworking
ter drug search Chocolate 753-1222 MIS 15332
NORTHWOOD Subdivi8 black $300/02. PaYmard
sion Duper, 3br, 14 bath,
1161611,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
plan_ 615-232-7868, OLDER 5tor home near
carport
1401 Michelle 6
unrversay Needing some
How lab Fat Rsat
615-232-7821
• Drop by and see our showroom
Northwood We keep lawn
repairs Just reduced to
AOS SUNBURY ARARAT iBeA•n0 Sunny Breath
MOBILE home lots for rent Central gas haa, arid hoo- AKC Miniature Schnauzer, $35,000 offered thru Koas
TSISBAT
)
"'-1-1 ••
492-8488
kup $475/mo. 1 month de- 3 salt 8 pepper, 1 black. perud Realty 753-1222
posit. 1 month rent, $150/es 759-4960
41
MIS* 5307
lease 436-5230
300
Busimass
NOW eking applications
Rarer
for Section 8 low rent hous4 CAR garage with office & ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
paved lot 753-4509
Broad St Extended, be800 2200S0 ft Coleman tween 8am- 12 noon No
RE 753-9896
phone calls please Equal
You Can Advertise Here For
COMMERCIAL building for Hotang Opportunity
rent Great location, zoned ROOMMATES to share
5.00 per week - (13 week minimum)
right Available immedi- nice 3br home. $133/mo
ately 404 So 12th St plus deposit 753-6898
753-7435 days, 753-3966 leave message if no
DIAL nghts
answer
DOWNTOWN office TAKING applications for
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
,
space Court Square
,
,
season 8 rent subsidized
upstairs beige-nog at $100 apartments 1.26 3 bed
includes carers Call De- rooms, handicap accessibby at 753 1266
EArcirecai ccoeruicrorts
ble Equal Housing OpporCommercial ai Residential • Licensed 8 Insured
tunity Apply Hadale Apts
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
RETAIL or Office Spode in
James C. Gelman", Owner
Hardin,
Ky
or
call
7 Days Per Week
,iinsed SMART irOuSE ••••••ANN • :: CANAVAN° ,,,NaJlatc.r.
S Side Shopping Center
502-437-4113
saw...,
753-4509 or 753-6612
808 Coldwater Rd, Murray, KY • 759-1835
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MUST SELL!!

North dealer
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
CA
•J 1097
• AQJ542
*(4 5
WE1ST
EAST
+7542
•Q 1096
•K
•5 32
•96 3
•K
4KJ842
4 109 7 6 3
SOUTH
•KJ8 3
A Q 864
• 1087
4la A
The bidding:
North
East • South West
1•
Paw
2V
Pass
3V
Pass
4 NT
Pass
5•
Pam
6•
Opening lead - nine of diamonds.
Dutch expert Herman Filarski
likes to tell the story of this deal,
which occurred in a tournament in
Holland many years ago. Filarski.
North, opened one diamond and he
and his partner eventually reached
six hearts, which was certainly a
reasonable contract.
West led the nine of diamonds and
South had to decide how to play the
slam After a brief h-uddle he decided

motto finesse the diamond and went
up. with the ace. He was afraid that
the nine might be a singleton, in
which case,if he finessed. East would
take the king and return a diamond
to set the slam.
Declarer also felt sure the finesse
couldn't win,since West was not the
type of player who would lead from a
king against a slam - especially
since Westcould not be sure whether
dummy or declarer had the ace
South's judgment was dramatically vindicated when the ace caught
the king. Declarer then led a trump
and went up with the ace after East
followed low_ South was planning to
play a second round of trumps next
and in that way prevent East from
ruffing a diamond if West started
with the K-x of trumps.
However. South was again rewarded when the ace caught the king,
and the outcome was that declarer
-after playing two tricks and nabbing two singleton kings- was able
to claim tfie rest of the tricks.
Filarski was pleased by his
partner's performance - spearing
two kings ins slam -but the opponents viewed the feat with some degree of suspicion. On the next deal
they held their cards much more
closely to their respective chests.
Tomorrow Good card-reading pays off.
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LOOKING BACK

'TODAY IN HISTORY

Warm and
losPac ars
1 ohm 4prn

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Jan. 10, the tenth day of 1994. There are 355
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 10, 1776, Thomas Paine published his influential pamphlet,
"Common Sense." In his call for American independence from England Paine lifftrle "Everything that is nght or reasonable pleads for
separation."
On this date:
In 1861, Florida seceded from the Union.
In 1863, London's Metropolitan. the world's first underground passenger railway, opened to the public.
In 1870, John D. Rockefeller incorporated Standard Oil.
In 1920, the League of Nations was established as the Treaty of
Versailles went into effect.
In 1928, the Soviet Union ordered the exile of Leon Trotsky.
In 1967, Massachusetts Republican Edward W. Brooke, the first
black elected to the U.S. Senate by popular vote, took his seat.
In 1967, National Educational Television, forerunner of the Public
Broadcasting Service, operated as a true network for the first time as
it carried President Johnson's State of the Union address.
In 1978, the Soviet Union launched two cosmonauts aboard a Soyuz
capsule for a rendezvous with the Salyut VI space laboratory, where
two other cosmonauts had been living for a month.
In 1980, former AFL-CIO president George Meany died in
Washington D.C. at age 85.
Ten years ago: The United States and the Vatican established full
diplomatic relations for the first time in more than a century, although
some U.S. presidents had, since 1939, appointed personal representatives to the Holy See.
Five years ago: Cuba began withdrawing its troops from Angola,
more than 13 years after its first contingents arrived.
One year ago: An unidentified 62-year-old man at the University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center underwent the world's second baboon liver
transplant: the man died less than a month later without regaining full
consciousness.
Today's Birthilays: Singer Giscle MacKenzie is 67. Opera singer
Sherrill Milnes is 59. Baseball Hall of Famer Willie McCovey is 56.
Singer Frank Sinatra Jr. is 50. Singer Rod Stewart is 49. Singer Pat
Benatar is 41.
Thought for Today: "History must speak for itself. A historian is
content if he has been able to shed more light." — William L. Shires,
American author and journalist (1904-1993).
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Journalism...
Ty Wells for boys at MRS and
Tea years ago
Births reported include a boy
Tammy Treas for girls and AllTammy Melendez of Murray
CCHS.
Mr. and Mrs. John Edward
to
for
boys
for
bnuen
KentuckyMils
as
was crowned
Jr., Doc. 29.
CouttolT
ago
years
Tweaty
represent
USA of 1984. She will
Thirty years ago
Nearly 70 people are now
the Commonwealth at the Natione )Murray State College has been
al Miss USA competition in May employed at the new Fisher-Pric
awarded a grant of $64,200 by
toy plant here in Murray.
at Lakeland, Fla.
National Science Foundation to
Murray Druggist Gingles WalJacqueline Bolo, daughter of
conduct a summer science instilis has been named to a threeMr. and Mrs. John Boltz, has
tute in natural sciences for seconyear term on Board of Directors
been selecdted to represent Murdary school teachers of gneral
ray High School at the Hugh of Kentucky Pharmaceutical
science, according to Dr. Ralph
Association at a meeting held at
O'Brian Youth Foundation LeadH. Woods, president of MSC.
Lexington. Mrs. Wallis was
ership Seminal in the spring.
Dr. A.D. Butterworth, Health
named as president of Ladies
Kathryn Kyle Glover was
Officer of Calloway County
Auxiliary.
named as Outstanding Citizen of
Health Department, said Food
Hollis C. Miller, minister of
the Year for 1983 by Court 728
Service Schools for all restaurant
University Church of Christ since
of Woodmen of the World.
owners and employees are being
1968, is one of six ministers from
In high school basketball
held at the Department.
games, Murray High School Girls across the United States invited
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter
annual
at
the
papers
present
to
CounFulton
to
lost
Boys
and
bet
were married 60 years on Jan. 7.
workshop for ministers and elders
ty at Hickman, and Calloway
Mr. and Mrs. George Robert
of Churches of Christ at Abilene
County High School Girls and
Wilson and sons, Steve and
TexAbilene,
College,
Christian
CounHickman
to
Boys both lost
George Jr., of Louisville have
as, Jan. 7-9. His paper will be on
ty at Clinton. High team scorers
been guests of her parents, Mr.
Christian
of
ity
Responsibil
-The
and
girls
for
were Connie Spann

DEAR ABBY. For a number i it
.•cars I have been sending my
grandchildren checks for their

birthdays. graduations. Valentine's
Day, Easter and Chnstmas. I must
Iii' living in a black hole where
thank-you notes cannot penetrate.
because I have never received one
Recently I solved that problem in
ms own way. I had a separate group
of checks printed with the following

and $150 — never more than
$150. If you planned a viewing.
then a casket was necessary,
but it could have been an inexpensive one. If you did not have
a viewing, then no casket was
DEAR AVID READER: I con- needed, and the funeral directacted the Continental Associa• tor should have told you so.
lion of' Funeral and Memorial
"Ask the crematory for a
Societies, and spoke with the notarized affidavit stating that
executive director, John Blake. the casket was burned. If the
He said:
casket was not burned. you can
-"For that funeral director to file a complaint with the Rhode
have sold you a S1,200 casket Island Mortuary Board — parwhen the deceased was to be ticularly if the funeral director
cremated was wrong. For a cre- told you that a casket was
mation, all that is needed is an required for a cremation.
original. combustible container,
"The Federal Trade Commiswhich is priced between $20 sion specifically prohibits
funeral directors from telling
customers that cremation
requires a casket and/or that
be
must
deceased
the
embalmed. If the funeral direcand
—
a
customer
tor misleads
By GARY LARSON
sells him or her a casket or an
embalming — he is in violation
of federal law."
I hope this puts to rest any
questions you had. Readers
looking for information on dignified low-cost funerals should
ZtAPik'SA 1
send a business-size, selfsan:' Til.s one's hard'
addressed, stamped envelope
Z,ppo' lippuk)
to: Continental Association of
Funeral and Memorial Soci.Z.pper! Yes -that',
eties, 6900 Lost Lake Road, Egg
Harbor, Wis. 54209. CAFMS has
affiliates in most major cities.
Because it is art( educational
non-profit organiiition, a small
donation to help cover costs
would be appreciated.

Please check
true. or in it .i
with idle il sour experts on this
matter
AN AVID READER IN
WOONSOCKET. R I

DEAR JACK: I won't he curprised if a few readers borrow
this idea.

statement above the endorsement
line:
"Dear Grandfather. Thanks for
the check. You have no idea how
desperate I was when it arrived. I
love sot] very much and feel just
I errible that you live so far away
that we are unable to get togetiwr

DEAR ABBY: We just paid
81.200 for a -crieket.. -and _the__
deceased was cremated! The funeral
director told us that they burn the
casket along v. ith the Is Itt IS this
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and Mn. Mali Linn.
Forty years ago
A.J. (Alva') Jones of Lynn
Grove community has notified
March of Dimes Committe that
he will donate a calf or the 1954
Polio Campaign. He is grandfather of Max Jones Workman
who was one of the 16 people in
Calloway County who had polio
in 1953. ,
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mns. P.B. Hinman Jr .
Dec. 30.
Opal Sue Everett and Airman
Third Class Floyd A. Hart were
married Dec. 18 at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mn. Willie
Everett, Rt. 1, Hazel.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Memphis State 82
to 73 in a basketball game at Carr
Gymn at MSC. High team scorers
were Howie Crittenden for Murray and Kinder for Memphis.

DEAR ABBY
niore often Hope all is Hell L.\ e
and thanks again Tongue in cheek? Perhaps But
that's gne ray of getting a thankyou note.
JACK ZIDELL,
BEVERLY HILLS. CALIF.

DAILY COMICS

ION Home
lg, siding,
eon.
mates Call

CALVIN and HOBBES

•••

foor repair.
erience

DEAR ABBY: My mother always
defended my father when anybody
said he had a drinking prublem.
She'd say, "He does not have a
drinking problem — he has a stopping problem."
JOHN ORM.TEQl'ESTA, FLA

rig & mulch436-2528

'ling. yard
oval, mowclimates

(F/ED

DR. GOTT

Professor Wainwright s painstaking field research
to decode the language of bears comes to a
sudden and horrific end

CATHY
Elul DID YOU SEE HOW

NO VOU EE
MY CLEAN
DESK ?

IT I.00k5 wiTH THE WASTEIlaskET ON THE OTHER SIDE?
t
DID YOU SEE THE
FRAME WITH A PHOTO
Of MY D06 AND THE
MATCHING PENCIL CLIP?

SAW THE GO, -THE

71r

FRAME, THE WASTEBASKET,
THE DESK, AND WE ALL
CLEAN
SMELL THE
FRESH,PLED6E
SCENT Of LEMON
IN THE AIR!'

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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38 Fib
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47 Was worried
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50 Require
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54 Paradises
55 Poem by
Homer

1 Escort
6 Commonplace
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heartedly
10 Stowed on
board 6711p
12 Capital of
Italy
13 Declares
16 Liquid
measure
19 Sly
21 Utterly
23 Pagan gods
25 Rabbits
27 Adherent of
(suff
29 Wide shoe
size
31 Aided
33 Colored
34 Eat to lose
weight
38 Brown
pigment
37 Playwright
Oscar -39 Grafted
theraldryi
41 Coarse wool
cloth
43 Coffee
containers
44 Food shop
47 Cooling
dente*
48 Pigeon pea
51 Myseif
53 Roman two

DEAR DR. GOTT I have eyelashes
pull'
that itch and hurt. As soon as I
any
them out, they don't bother me
more I'm female and wonder what
can be done about this problem.
DEAR READER. Painful, itchy rye
three
-lashes commonly result from
major causes
follicles,
•Infection. Like any hair
infected.
the eyelashes can become
Ordinarily, the cardinal signs of infecpain, swelling. red
tion are present
lowness and heat However, some
grade infections may cause extremely
discomfort,
subtle symptoms, such as
occasional mucous discharge and a
off
tendency for the lashes to break
with
Eyelash infection is treated
antibiotic ointment or drops
rea
•Ingrown hairs For unknown
sons, some persons have eyelashes
them•
that tend to turn back upon
which
selves. These ingrown hairs,
magni
may be difficult to see without
and
fication. cause irotation, itchiness
swelling Frequently these hairs can
irritate the delicate cornea on the
front of the eyeball, leading to the
unpleasant sensation of "something in
eye
the eye " Ingrown or curled back
lashes can best treated with removal,
as in your case

• Allergies Contact dermatitis, a
a
form of skin allergy usually due to
hypersensitivity to cosmetics such as
eyeliner or mascarai, will cause itchy.
painful eyelashes when the dermatitis
will
affects the eyelids The condition
cause scaling, cracking and irritation
of the skin around the eyelash follicles Treatment includes the applicabeing care•
tion of cortisone cream
ful to keep the medicine out of the eye
itself (because it may damage the
and avoidance of the
cornea)
offending cosmetic
In my opinion. people with the
symptoms you describe should be

gists
under the care of ophthalmolo
the
Once the specialist diagnoses
can
cause of the problem. he or she
recsuggest treatment Therefore, I

appointommend that you arrange an
ment with an eye doctor
Because eczema and psonasis, like
eyecontact dermatitis, can affect the
of
lids. I am sending you a free copy
and
my Health Report "Eczema

Psoriasis." Other readers who would
like a copy should send 81.25 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to my attention at P 0 Box 2433,
menNew York, NY 10163 Be Cure to
tion the title
ASSN
r 1908. NEWSPAPCR F.NTERPRISE
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Cleo Grogan

Mrs. Maynie Hoskie

_

Mrs. Maynie Hoskie. 74, Rt. 5, Murray, died Saturday at
720 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Jan, 2, 1920, at Monticello, she was the daughter of
the late Joe Davis and Lona Foust Davis. Also preceding her
in death were two daughters, Jean Hoskie and Joyce Hoskie;
one sister. Mrs. Minnie Styles; one brother, William Davis.
Survivors include her haat:end, Metro Hoskie, to whom she
was married or Feb. 9, 1957; four sons, Lawrence E. Smith
and wife, Sarah, Buchanan. Tenn., Johnny Wathen and wife.
Manjo, and Michael Wathen and wife, Mary, all of Louisville,
and Steve Hoskie, Murray; one sister. Mrs. Lennie Powell and
husband, Richard, Union Town; three brothers, Robert Davis and
wife, Ella, Murray, and Lester Davis and Luther Davis, New
Concord; 12 grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Dr. David Roos is officiating.
Pallbearers are Lawrence Smith Jr., Robert Sm.jth, John Davis
Jr., Jerry L. Davis, Johnny Wathen Jr. and Michael Wathen Jr.
Burial will follow in McCuiston Cemetery.

Mrs. Jackie Miller Hollon
Mrs. Jackie Miller Hollon, 65, Monterey Park, Calif., died
there Friday. Her death followed an extended illness.
A graduate of Murray Training School and Murray State University, she had served in the Medical Corps.
Born in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late
Claude Miller and Luana Farris Miller. Also preceding her in
death were one sister, Mrs. Marian Miller Adams, and one
brother, Ben Miller.
Survivors include her husband, Bill Hollon; two sons, Richard
Hollon and Paul }lotion, and two grandchildren, Ashley and
Justin, all of Monterey Park; two sisters. Mrs. Ora Mae Charlton and husband, Rayburn, Safety Harbor, Fla., and Mrs. Christine Workman and husband, Clayton, Southgate, Mich.; several
nieces and nephews.
Memorial :services will be held later this week in Califomia.

James Merlin Terry
Funeral rites for James Merlin Terry were Wednesday in the
chapel of Harris Funeral Home, Madisonville. Thomas Quisenberry officiated. Pallbearers were Ronald Terry, Robert Terry, Donald Terry,
Dennis Terry, Timothy Terry, Dennis D. Brasher, Gobel Gipson
and Bruce Gipson, active; James Terry and Christopher Terry,
honorary. Burial was in Cox Cemetery at Manitou.
Mr. Terry, 69, Earlington, died Jan. 2 at Regional Medical
Center, Madisonville.
A retired truck driver for Randall Trucking and Leasing of
Dearborn. Mich., he had been in the trucking business for over
45 years. He was a member of White Plains Church of Christ.
Born June 3, 1924, in Marshall County, he was the son of
the late Thomas Terry and Gracie Phelps Terry. One brother,
Marvin L. Terry, died in 1978.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Flossie Gipson Terry; one
daughter. Mrs. Wetonia Brasher and husband, Dennis, Madisonville; four sons, Michael L. Terry and wife, Deborah, Richard
A. Terry and wife, Waneta, and Dennis M. Terry, all of Earlington, and Gary W. Terry, Miami, Fla.: one sister, Mrs.
Lottie Marelle Wells and husband, Radford,Murray; one brother,
Donald D. Terry and wife, Aileen, Jackson, Mich.; his motherin-law, Mrs. Lorene Harrison, Madisonville; 14 grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.

James Edward (Eddy) Richardson Jr.
James Edward (Eddy) Richardson Jr., 22, Central City, died
Sunday at the University of Kentucky Markey Cancer Center,
Lexington. His death was from leukemia.
He was a 1189 graduate of Muhlenberg Central High School.
He was born nroute to Owensboro-Daviess County Hospital on
March 9, 1971.
Survivors include his parents, Ed and Donna B. Richardson,
White Plains; one brother, Eric Richardson, Carterville, Ill.; his
fiancee, Shelly Caldwell, Central City; maternal grandparents,
Darrell B. and Dorothy Baird, Central City; paternal grandparents, Kenny and Sarah Richardson, Greenville; maternal
great-grandmother, Mrs. O.M. Hafner, Owensboro; several aunts,
uncles and cousins.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Tucker Funeral Home at Central City. Charles Midkiff will _officiate. Burial will follow in Muhlenberg County Memorial Gardens, Powderly.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
Tuesday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to Leukemia Society of Kentucky, 710 West
Main, Louisville, Ky. 42002.

Chapter written by MSU professor
included in book about religion
Susan Maneck, a visiting professor of the Murray State University
history department has published a
chapter titled "Women in the Baha'i
Faith," which appears in the book
"Religion and Women."
"Religion and Women" focuses
on women in religious traditions
that developed in societies which
had previously undergone state for-

mauons. Maneck's chapter looks at
women in the Baha'i Faith from a
historical perspective both during
the heroic period of Baha'i history in
Iran and their later role in the
development of administrative institution in the United States. Originating in Iran during the middle of
the 19th century, the Baha'i Faith
has since extended to become a
world religion.
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Mrs. Manic M. Thomas, 85, Rt. 3, Murray, died Sunday at
9:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Bethel United Methodist Church where
she had taught a preschool Sunday School Class for 46 years.
Preceding her in death were her husband, D.M. Thomas, in
1970; one daughter, Bonnie Louise "Thomas, in 1940; a son,
Chester M. Thomas, in 1982; three sisters, Evelyn Elizabeth
Welch, Lois Vivian Morris and Lillian Lorene Crutcher; and
four brothers, Clyde Clifton Crutcher, Woodrow Wilson Crutcher
and Andrew John Crutcher.
Born Dec. 4, 1908, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Walter Crutcher and Lillie Mae English Crutcher.
Survivors include her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Toopie Thomas
Moore and husband, Aubrey, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Corlett
Harper, Utica, Mich.; four grandchildren, Tony Thomas and
wife, Tonda, and Barry Thomas an wife, Holly, all of Murray,
Mark Thomas and wife, Anita. Benton, and Mrs. Sandra Fulton
and husband, Jerry, Madisonville; nine great-grandchildren, Jody
Burkeen and wife, Nan, Mrs. Toinya T. Garland and husband,
Greg, Jonathan Burkeen, Kellie Burkeen, Todd Thomas, Chesley
Thomas, Luke Thomas, Katie Thomas and Alexander Thomas;
three stepgreat-grandchildren, Michael Fulton, Mark West and
Jason West; one great-great-grandchild, Torie Lynn Garland.
Services will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Bethel United
Methodist Church. Burial will follow in McCuiston Cemetery at
New Concord.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m.
Tuesday.

Hayden Bogard
Hayden Bogard, 91, Rt. 3, Murray, died Saturday at 9:38
p.m. in the Emergency Room at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Retired from the construction industry, he was a member of
Ledbetter Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by one son, Rudell Bogard, in
1976; two sisters, Mrs. Lovie Towery and Mrs. Reba Choate;
two grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
Born May 28, 1902, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Fletcher Bogard and Liddie Holland Bogard.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bessie Miller Bogard, to
whom he was married on Jan. 12, 1921; four daughters, Mrs.
Estelle Johnson and husband, Howard, Benton, Mrs. Gertie
Sheppard and Mrs. Wilma Hicks and husband. Odell, all of Rt.
3, Murray, and Mrs. June Cunningham and husband, Bobby, Rt.
I, Dexter; three sons, the Rev. Paul Bogard and wife. Wanda,
Rt. 8, Murray, Ralph Bogard, Murray, and Tommy Bogard and
wife, Lugene, Hardin; one sister, Mrs. Jerlerie Douglas and husband, Cleatus, Paducah; 21 grandchildren; 38 great-grandchildren;
II great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Ledbetter Baptist
Church. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, the Rev. Paul Bogard
and the Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate. Congregational singing
will be led by Tommy Bogard with Mrs. Genie Sheppard as
pianist.
Burial will follow in Ledbetter Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 4 p.m.
today (Monday).
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Services for Ozene Travis were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. James Lawson officiated. Burial was in Unity Cemetery.
- Mr. Travis, 59, Benton, died Friday at Marshall County
Hospital.
He was a member of Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
His father, John L. Travis, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Lava Thom Travis, Benton; one sister, Mrs. Sue Beard, Hardin;p four brothers, Bobby
Travis and John P. Travis, Hardin, Gerald Travis, Paducah, and
Harold Travis, Benton; five nieces; two nephews.
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Cleo Grogan, 82, Ri 4, Murray, died Sunday at 12:30 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was an Army veteran of World War II
and a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
His wife, Mrs. Celia Miller Grogan. died May 22, 1984.
Boni Nov. 11, 1911, in Calloway County, be was the son ot
the late Bob Grogan and Flora Stubblefield Grogan. He also
was preceded in death by three brothers, Leon. Melvin and
Bobbie Grogan.
Survivors include one son, Mike Grogan, Rt. 4, Murray; one
granddaughter, Nicole Grogan. Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Rubene Smith and husband, Leon, Atlanta, Ga., and Mn. Burline Young and Mrs. Lillie Writhe:, both of Murray.
The funeral is today at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral home. John Dale is officiating. The song service is by singers from Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Pallbearers are Bill Ed Hendon, Billy Hendon, Ed Miller Jr.,
D.B. Gruggs, Isaac Allbritten and Bobby Ryan Wilson.
Burial will follow in Murray Memonal Gardens.

(For your personalized daily Jessie Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of bath, call I -900-988-778X Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
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When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
We'll explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
.0
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. Well be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.
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